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Abstract

Surface patterning is important for a range of engineering applications, includ-

ing controlled wetting and spreading of liquids, adhesion and assembly of smart

coatings. There is therefore a need of simple, cost-effective and scalable tech-

niques for pattern formation over a wide range of scales. Conventional methods

fail to comply with these requirements, as costs and complexity increase in the

attempt to impress nm to µm scale features. By contrast, wrinkling of bi-(multi-

)layers is inherently inexpensive, scalable and robust, and has the potential for soft

matter patterning from the nano- to the macro-scale. This work investigates the

controlled multi-layer generation of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) glassy skins via

surface oxidation using plasma exposure and/or ultraviolet ozonolysis (UVO). Uni-

axial mechanical compression is then employed to induce pattern formation via a

well-known wrinkling instability. Topographies with wavelengths down to 45 nm

are achieved, for the first time, as well as features with characteristic lengthscales

of ∼ 10s µm. Moreover, simple design routes for double frequency nested pattern

formation, imposed by compression of tri-layer laminate films, are established.

The work concludes by exploiting wrinkling as a method for the mechanical char-

acterisation of thin drying films. A time-resolved wrinkling interrogation during

film drying is established as a simple and reliable approach to determining evolving

mechanical properties of films, overcoming the difficulties associated with handling

very thin free-standing films and the limited sensitivity of conventional methods,

with potential applications extending to coatings, personal care items, and foods.
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Symbols

A pattern amplitude m

Ar aperture of the lenses m

b scattering length m

c0,glycerol glycerol mass fraction in solution -

d depth from the surface m

dlamp distance from UV lamp m

del distance between electrodes m

D plasma dose J

Dequivalent UVO dose J m−2

E elastic modulus Pa

Ē plane strain modulus Pa

f frequency Hz

F applied force N

Fc critical force for wrinkling N

h thickness m

I intensity W m−2

Im inertial moment m4

k Winkler modulus Pa

k1 Rayleigh constant -

KI0 kinetic parameter J−1

L length m

M mass kg

Mw molecular weight kg mol −1
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Symbols 16

Na Avogadro number -

p power W

P pressure mbar

Q momentum transfer m −1

r curvature radius m

R reflectivity -

SLD scattering length density m−2

t time s

T temperature ◦C

Vbreakdown breakdown voltage V

w width m

yO2 oxygen gas content -

αL linear thermal expansion coefficient ◦C −1

ε applied strain -

εc critical strain for wrinkling -

εL critical strain for stress localisation phenomena -

φ conversion -

γse number of secondary electrons -

λ pattern wavelength m

λr wavelength of the radiation source m

µ attenuation parameter m −1

ν Poisson ratio -

ρ density kg m−3

θ incident angle ◦

θc critical incident angle ◦





Chapter 1

Introduction

Current and emerging industries, ranging from microelectronics[1–3] to photonics

[4, 5] and advanced coatings [6], extensively employ micro and nano-scale struc-

tures. An increase in the demand drives an incessant need of improved methods

for nano-patterning and micro-components fabrication. The improvement has to

involve three main aspects: cost, easiness of implementation and range of pattern

dimensions attainable. Ideally one seeks for a method that is cheap and simple

thus easily scalable, and that allows for large area patterning of soft surfaces from

the macro to the nanoscale. However conventional techniques do not fully comply

with these requirements .

Lithography remains one of the most well-known and established patterning pro-

cesses, as it allows the creation of patterns whose dimensions can vary from the

nano- to the micrometer scale [7, 8]. Amongst lithographic techniques, photolithog-

raphy has been widely utilised [9], especially for the manufacturing of microelec-

tronic and, more recently, microfluidic devices [10, 11]. This technique allows

for pattern formation on a monomer (or polymer) which is sensitive to UV-light.

The monomer (or polymer) is usually referred to as photoresist [12], defined as

‘negative’ if it solidifies upon light exposure, and ‘positive’ when light modifies

its chemical structure making it more soluble in a developer solution, and thus

easily removable [13, 14]. In conventional photolithography, referred as contact or

proximity printing, pattern creation results from the application of a photomask,
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placed between the monomer and the collimated light source. This allows the

polymerisation of selected areas, resulting in a specific geometry. Recent stud-

ies have shown the possibility of controlling the process and of creating a variety

of two- and three-dimensional structures [15, 16]. The described setup is triv-

ial to implement, the photomasks can be easily designed and fabricated, and the

photo-curable monomer (or polymer) can be sourced readily at relatively low costs.

Moreover, large areas can be patterned and the throughput is notably high.

Conventional photolithography, however, has an intrinsic limitation in relation to

the range of achievable pattern dimensions. In order to compute the resolution of

the technique, Res, one has to consider optical diffraction limitations, which are

given by the Rayleigh equation [17]:

Res =
k1λr
Al

(1.1)

where k1 is a constant typical of the monomer chosen, λr is the wavelength of the

UV light, and Al denotes the aperture of the lamp lens. This equation suggests

that, in order to improve the resolution, one could decrease the wavelength of the

light source, or increase the aperture of the lenses. In contrast to the predictions

of equation (1.1), empirical observations have shown that the best resolution that

can be achieved is Res ≈ λr [17], which can go up to 193 nm when using a ArF

excimer laser as the illuminating source.

Patterned surfaces with lower feature sizes (down to 37 nm) have been fabri-

cated using projection printing photolithography, where an optical lenses system is

utilised to directly project the pattern from an excimer laser onto the photoresist.

Further attempts to decrease the pattern dimensions have been developed through

immersion [18] or extreme-UV lithography [19] as well as resolution enhancing tech-

niques [20]. Even though these techniques have succeeded in extending the range

of pattern dimensions, they still require expensive and complex equipment with

an associated increase in capital and operating costs, which can often become

over-riding factors.
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Method Costs Large Area Throughput nm-scale patterns

Photolithography (conventional) + + + -

Photolithography (projection printing) - - + +

E- beam lithography - - - +

Ideal technique + + + +

Table 1.1: Comparison between the reviewed techniques for soft matter pat-
terning in terms of costs, throughput, and feasibility for large area and nm-scale

patterning.

Alternatives to photolithography include Electron Beam Lithography (EBL), which

has been widely utilised in the semiconductor industry for the manufacturing of

nanoscale components such as masks [21]. As the form of radiation is now an elec-

tron beam, the resolution of the technique (capable of impressing patterns with

dimensions down to 5 nm [21]) is no longer influenced by optical diffraction, but

by factors such as the beam diameter, and the forward and backward-scattering

of electrons in the resist and from the substrate, respectively [22]. EBL is mainly

utilised in two forms: Electron Projection Lithography (EPL), and Direct Writing.

The EPL takes advantage of an electron beam, which passes through a membrane

made of an electron-absorbing material, before being focused on a substrate cov-

ered by the resist [23]. The first limitation of the technique is the need for masks

with very small thicknesses, due to the relatively low penetration depth of elec-

trons. One also has to consider the fact that the electron beam has a field size

that should not exceed ∼ 1 mm2 in order for the effects of field aberrations to be

minimised. The patterning of larger areas, therefore, requires the need of precisely

merging a number of small sub-patterns, resulting in a low throughput.

A low throughput is also a characteristic feature of Direct Writing, where the resist

is impacted directly by the beam. The latter moves thanks to a deflection system

and creates the pattern pixel-by-pixel, with the aid of a blanker to alternatively

switch the beam on and off.
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1.1 Wrinkling for soft matter patterning

The brief review presented above (summarised in Table 1.1) covered only a portion

of all the techniques available for soft matter patterning (e.g. block copolymer

assembly [24–26] or printing techniques [27–29]). Nonetheless, it highlighted the

need for a scalable technique for soft matter patterning from the macro to the

nanoscale. The naturally-occuring phenomenon of wrinkling may offer a potential

solution [30].

Figure 1.1: Examples of wrinkles in nature. a) Comparison between the hu-
man (wrinkled) and the mouse (flat) brain. Sketches reprinted from [31]. b)
Patterns on the skin of sharks. Optical microscopy image reprinted from [32].
c) Superhydrophobic properties of the lotus leaf, driven by hierarchical features.

Microscopy images reprinted from [33].

Thanks to this intriguing phenomenon, the effective area of a human brain is three

times larger than the external, surface area, contributing to large-information

storage, and facilitating the execution of complex functions [31, 34]. Wrinkling
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patterns on the skin of sharks, with characteristic dimensions in the 100 of mi-

crons range [35], prevent the attachment of microbes and other marine organisms

[35, 36], and act to reduce drag due to their effect on the velocity boundary layer

[32]. The characteristic micro and nano features on the skin of geckos have been

found to result in unique anti-wetting and self-cleaning properties, as well as im-

peding the adhesion of contaminant agents [37]. Wrinkling mechanisms leading to

a hierarchy of patterns are also responsible for the superhydrophobic properties

of the lotus leaf, referred to in the literature as the lotus effect [38, 39]. These

patterns are characterised by features in the micron range (so-called papillae), on

top of which nanoscale protrusions are formed [39]. The presence of secondary

structures causes a reduction in the water contact angle hysteresis, and more sta-

ble superhydrophobic states [33]. These examples, shown in Figure 1.1, show how

different functionalities correspond to different geometrical features.

***

Inspired by these and other phenomena, scientists have looked for ways to repli-

cate these ordered patterns in the lab [40–42]. It is intuitive that the application

of a compressive or tensile force to a single layer of an elastic material (with me-

chanical properties expressed through the elastic modulus Es), can cause (if the

force exceeds a critical value) a temporary bending deformation, which then dis-

appears when the strain is released. The deformation is characterised by a length

scale commensurate to the lateral dimension of the beam. Consider now a situ-

ation whereby another, thinner, and stiffer film (with an elastic modulus Ef >

Es) is placed atop this layer, and assume that they adhere to one another per-

fectly. When a uniaxial, compressive strain is applied to the bilayer, the mismatch

between the mechanical properties of the film and the more compliant substrate

causes instabilities, which can manifest themselves through the formation of peri-

odic structures on the surface characterised by a well-defined wavelength, λ, and

amplitude, A [43–45]. Figure 1.2 schematically describes this phenomenon. A

quantitative description of the wrinkling phenomenon described above involves a

force balance [46–48], which accounts for the competition between film bending
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of film responses to compression. On the top, an unsup-
ported layer is subject to a compressive force F . When the force is greater than
a critical value, bending occurs, with a characteristic length scale commensurate
to the length of the layer. On the bottom, the film is placed onto an elastomeric
substrate, forming a bilayer. When compressing above a critical treshold, the
film wrinkles with a characteristic wavelength λ, that can be extracted from a

force or energy balance.

and substrate deformation:

ĒfIm
d4z

dx4
+ kz + F

d2z

dx2
= 0 (1.2)

Specifically, the first term accounts for the force arising when the film buckles

whilst the second term in the equation describes the corresponding deformation

of the elastomeric substrate; as a result of the competition between these two

mechanisms, the system chooses a characteristic buckling wavelength. The last

term accounts for how the applied force affects the film. In the equation, Ēf is the

plane strain modulus of the film, given by Ēf = Ef/(1 − ν2
f ), with νf being the

Poisson’s ratio; Im denotes the inertial moment of a film with thickness h and width

w given by Im = wh3/12; z and x represent respectively the directions orthogonal

and parallel to the the film surface (and the compressive force applied F ); and

k is the Winkler modulus of the substrate, assumed to be a semi-infinite plane,

given by k = Ēswπ/λ [49], with Ēs being the substrate’s plane strain modulus,

related to the its Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio through Ēs = Es/(1− ν2
s ).

If z(x) = A sin(2πx/λ), then it follows that

F =
h3π2wĒf

3λ2
+
λwĒs

4π
(1.3)
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which describes how the force applied to the bilayer with mismatching mechani-

cal properties, affects the wavelength of the sinusoidal patterns generated by the

instability.

The critical force, Fc, for the onset of instability corresponds to the minimal force

required to trigger wrinkling with characteristic wavelength λ. Therefore an ex-

pression for λ can be found by

∂F

∂λ
=
Ēsw

4π
− 2π2Ēfwh

3

3λ3
= 0 (1.4)

which allows finding the wavelength of the wrinkles that arise when the force is

equal to the minimal value Fc. Equation 1.4 leads to

λ = 2πh

(
Ēf
3Ēs

)1/3

(1.5)

The expression for the wavelength can be substituted into (1.3) in order to obtain

an expression for the critical value of the force Fc:

Fc =

(
Ēf
)1/3 (

3Ēs
)2/3

hw

4
(1.6)

The strain applied, ε, is related to the force through

ε =
σc
Ēf

=
Fc

hwĒf
(1.7)

In contrast to F , the measurement of ε is trivial, and directly derivable from the

bilayer deformation in the applied strain direction, compared to the relaxed state.

By substituting the expression of the critical force, the critical value of the strain,

εc, is then be given by [47, 50]

εc =
1

4

(
3Ēs
Ef

)2/3

(1.8)

The critical strain thus depends on the mismatch between the elastic moduli of
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the film and the substrate, decreasing when their ratio increases. In the context

of facial wrinkles, for instance, as the epidermis stiffens with age [51], the critical

force decreases accordingly, triggering skin wrinkling.

Based on the considerations so far we can conclude that, given a thick substrate-

thin film bilayer, pattern formation occurs if ε exceeds εc. Above threshold, obser-

vations suggest that the wavelength λ does not strongly depend on ε. In order to

compute the amplitude A, one can start by writing the following expression [45]

ε− εc =

∫ λ
0

(
1 +

(
dz
dx

)2
) 1

2
dx− 1

λ
(1.9)

whence the overstrain (ε − εc) equals the contour length of the wrinkle pattern,

limited to only one period of a pattern (assuming periodic patterns). The function

to integrate can be simplified via the assumption that dz/dx is relatively small,

which holds when the amplitude is at least one order of magnitude lower than the

wavelength, leading to

ε− εc =

∫ λ
0

(
1 +

(
dz

4dx

)2
)
dx− 1

λ
(1.10)

from which

ε− εc =
π2A2

λ2
(1.11)

for z(x) = A sin(2πx/λ). Substitution of equation (1.5) into this equation yields

[46, 47, 50]

A = h

(
ε

εc
− 1

)1/2

(1.12)

This equation shows that an increase in the strain applied results in an increase

in pattern amplitude. Later in the thesis, it will be shown that the wavelength is

also affected by an increase in the strain, and equations (1.5)-(1.12) are modified

accordingly.

It is interesting to note that sinusoidal wrinkling can evolve into more complex

modes such as creasing [42, 53–56], folding [57–60], period doubling [59, 61], ridging
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Figure 1.3: Evolution of the bilayer responses as a function of the applied
strain, for different ratios of the shear moduli µf/µs. The region where sinusoidal
wrinkling, with features sizes λ and A, occurs, has been highlighted as it is the
focus of this project. The phase diagram is reproduced from the findings of [52].

[60, 62, 63], or to failures modes such as delamination [62, 64–66], or the formation

of cracks [67–69]. The transition to these modes is marked by a critical value of

the strain εL [54, 60], which depends on the ratio between the shear modulus of

the film and the substrate (µf/µs). A detailed description on the onset of these

instabilities can be found in the work of Wang and Zhao [52]. The authors studied

bilayers with different µf/µs and mapped the evolution of pattern morphologies

as a function of strain. A phase diagram is reproduced qualitatively in Figure

1.3 based on their findings. The diagram is meant to highlight that sinusoidal

wrinkling, of interest in this project, only represents a portion of the range of

patterns achievable via wrinkling.

In the next sections, Equations (1.5), (1.8) and (1.12) will be referred as the bilayer

model. This model suggests that wrinkling may provide the basis for a scalable

method for soft matter patterning over a wide range of scales, from nm to mm.

This can be done by tuning the thickness of the top layer and the applied strain.

It is important to note, however, that there are limits to the pattern dimensions
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accessible, which are primarily set by the techniques for bilayer formation and, to

a lesser extent, strain application.

1.1.1 Towards optimal techniques for bi-layer formation and

strain application

To form the bilayer, one can simply select a substrate and place a film of desired

thickness on top, where the materials of the two layers are independently chosen in

relation to the modulus mismatch required. To this extent, the simplest technique

is referred as thin film deposition, generally achieved via floating [70, 71] (where

the film is deposited in its solid state), subsequent evaporation and condensation

[72–75] or ion sputtering [76–80].

Conventionally in film floating, the material that makes up the film is firstly diluted

with a solvent, to obtain a solution with concentration c; the solution is then spun

coated onto a hard support (glass or silicon), and film formation occurs via solvent

evaporation. The resulting film thickness is directly related to c, to the spinning

time and speed and to the molecular weight of the polymer. The film formed

on the support is then placed in contact with the substrate of choice and the

sandwich is immersed in a liquid (usually deionised water). In this way, provided

there is a strong interaction between the materials selected for the substrate and

the film, the film detaches from the support and is transferred to the substrate,

leading to bilayer formation. Several studies report on solid film deposition in the

dry state [81–83]. In one of these works, Sharp and co-workers [81], fabricated

polystyrene (PS)/polyethylene oxide (PEO) bilayers. PS films on a glass support

were transferred via floating on a metal slab, where a circular hole had previously

been drilled: by doing this the film was only clamped at the edges (along the

contour of the hole), otherwise freely standing. Thus, the PS film was placed onto

a PEO layer, supported on a Si wafer: as a result of surface forces the PS film

detached from the metal support and a PS/PEO bilayer was formed. Wrinkling

was then induced by heating the laminate structure, leading to melting of the PEO

substrate with subsequent strain applied to the PS film, induced by the change
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in interfacial area. Pattern formation was observed with different combinations of

polymer layers using the same technique [82, 83]. These methods, while relatively

easy to implement, have one main downside. Indeed, the multiple steps involved

result in a relatively slow process, which is also not suitable for scaling up.

An alternative to film floating is vapour film deposition, involving a metallic ma-

terial which is firstly sublimed in a vacuum chamber then condensed onto the

substrate to form a film. This technique for bilayer formation has been utilised

in one of the first studies on patterning via wrinkling [72]; in this work, gold was

deposited on a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate and wrinkling was induced

via thermal strain, achieved upon cooling of the substrate, previously heated to al-

low for evaporative gold deposition. Langley et al. [75] also employed this method

to deposit aluminium onto a PDMS substrate: wrinkling was then mechanically

induced on the resulting bilayers, leading to periodic patterns. By varying the

mechanical strain over the surface of the samples, the authors showed that the

wavelength of the patterns changes, resulting in different wetting properties.

Metallic film fabrication can also be achieved by ion sputtering. Ions (gener-

ally Ar+) can be accelerated via a potential gradient before impacting a metal

of choice, thus transferring their momentum to the surface atoms. The atoms,

once in the gas phase, can be transferred onto the substrate, where film formation

occurs. Laminate structures obtained via this method have been widely utilised

to study surface wrinkling. Watanabe et al. [76] mechanically-induced wrinkling

on bilayers obtained by sputtering gold on a silicon substrate, also quantifying the

effect of stiffening the substrate on the resulting pattern morphology. Serrano et

al. [77] worked with SiO2 instead (commonly utilised for active plastic compo-

nents), sputtered on polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and induced wrinkling on

the resulting bilayers by imposing a temperature gradient. Small film thicknesses

(thus pattern dimensions) are achievable via these techniques, though this comes

at a cost due to both the metal utilised, the complex equipment needed, and the

non-trivial implementation of the process. It is thus evident that the formation of

the bilayers using these techniques takes away the intrinsic simplicity of wrinkling,
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making the pattern formation complex, cost-ineffective, and unattractive at large

scales.

***

Serendipity is about making discoveries by accident and perfectly describes what

opens a new path for bilayer fabrication. Casper et al. [78] were studying wrinkling

of bilayers obtained via sputtering of indium oxide on a PDMS substrate, when

they noticed that patterns were present even after the film was removed. They

justified the observation by considering the substrate modification which occurs

during sputtering. As a result of this modification a thin film is formed at the

surface, creating thus a sandwich bilayer where wrinkling can be induced, without

recurring to film deposition. The mechanism underlying this phenomenon is re-

lated to the nature of PDMS, an organic, transparent, elastomeric polymer made

up of a silicone matrix. Its chemical structure is composed of number n of repeat-

ing monomer units SiO(CH3)2. The interesting property is that the Si − CH3

groups can be cleaved into OH groups [84–87] when the polymer is subjected to

an oxidative treatment, which also results in severing the Si − O bonds (respon-

sible for the PDMS flexibility). A glassy, silica layer can eventually form upon

sufficient substrate conversion [86, 87]. In the first instance, this surface modifi-

cation alters the wetting properties of PDMS, which becomes hydrophillic. More

importantly, this denser film on top of the bulk PDMS, effectively yields a strongly

bound ‘sandwich bilayer’ with a high skin/substrate modulus contrast as required

for wrinkling. However, we first have to understand how the oxidation reaction

is carried out in order to assess the viability of substrate vitrification, compared

with the other film deposition techniques.

PDMS was found to oxidise upon air exposure at room conditions, albeit at an

extremely slow rate. This reaction, occurring over long time scales, can potentially

turn into a faster one when carried via a radical mechanism. In case of PDMS

conversion, such radical species are formed when plasma oxidation is employed.

The plasma is created within a chamber, by means of an oscillating electric field

which ionises a gas at low pressure (∼ 10 −4 bar) conditions [88]. As a result,

oxygen radicals are formed, which rapidly react with the surface first, eventually
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penetrating into the bulk when sufficient plasma exposure takes place. A simi-

lar result is obtained by replacing plasma exposure with Ultra Violet Ozonolysis

(UVO) [89], relying on the use of light with wavelength ranging from 185 to 254

nm. Within a chamber at ambient pressure conditions, the sample is placed in

contact with the light source, generating highly penetrative radiations responsible

for the formation of oxygen radical species. These can subsequently react with the

molecular oxygen present to form ozone, which contributes to substrate conversion

[85].

Both plasma and UVO processes allow for PDMS oxidation on large areas over

relatively short time-scales (from seconds to hours). The two techniques can be

easily implemented and do not require installation of complex equipment: PDMS

vitrification thus satisfies the low-cost and scalability criteria in terms of bilayer

formation. However, so far we still lack of an indication of pattern dimensions

achievable when inducing wrinkling on these laminate structures. In this context,

several literature studies on pattern formation via wrinkling of oxidised PDM-

S/PDMS bilayers are relevant.

Bowden et al. [90] were amongst the first to study the formation of wrinkles on

bilayers obtained upon oxygen plasma oxidation of PDMS. They found that by

increasing the plasma treatment time, the wavelength (and amplitude) of the pat-

terns induced on the resulting bilayers increased accordingly, going from hundreds

of nanometers to a few microns. The same dependence was also established by

other more recent studies [91–93]. Considering equations (1.5) and (1.12), we can

easily deduce that an increase in the pattern characteristic dimensions with the

exposure to plasma might be related to an increase in the thickness of the oxide

layer and/or its stiffness. Bayley et al. [93] elucidated on this matter by studying

the evolution of the glassy layer thickness and densification by means of X-ray

reflectivity. They observed an increase of h with exposure time, ranging from ≈ 2

to 40 nm, and that the PDMS to silica conversion increases during the first stages,

until reaching a plateau upon saturation. When inducing mechanical wrinkling on

the bilayers obtained, they found a minimum wavelength λmin ≈ 140 nm. They

reported the need of increasing the mechanical strain applied when lowering the
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treatment duration, in agreement with the initial film densification; indeed, by re-

calling Equation 1.8, we can infer that during the first stages of plasma exposure,

the mismatch between the elastic modulus of the top film and the substrate is not

significant, leading to a relatively high value of the critical strain. The minimum

pattern dimensions are thus only achieved when applying a strain of ≈ 200 %;

further decrease of the exposure time did not yield any wrinkling even at these

high values of the mechanical stress, suggesting that i) the modulus contrast is too

low or ii) the film is yet to be formed. The study of Bayley et al. [93] proved that

one can effectively access highly ordered patterns with lateral dimensions down to

140 nm via wrinkling. Despite the limitations, e.g. the need of using significant

strains which might lead to material failure, these results represent a valuable start

towards large area nm-patterning via wrinkling.

To date bilayers obtained via PDMS plasma oxidation proved to be suitable to

obtain morphologies with feature sizes between hundreds of nm to few microns.

We now have to focus on whether (and how) laminate structures fabricated via

substrate vitrification can give rise to morphologies with larger(∼ 100s microns)

characteristic dimensions. To resolve this, we can examine UVO oxidation of

polydimethylsiloxane. Wrinkling experiments performed on UVO oxidised PDM-

S/PDMS bilayers indeed showed the formation of ordered sinusoidal patterns

whose characteristic dimensions vary from ≈ 10-100 µm [89, 94–98]. If we recall

the dependence of λ and A on h and Ēf it is clear that this oxidative treatment

yields thicker and softer skins compared to plasma exposure. A study also pointed

out that, under specific conditions, multiple frequency hierarchical morphologies

can be mechanically induced on PDMS upon UVO exposure [94]. These features

remind us of the lotus leaf, where generations of patterns with different length-

scales contribute to its well-known superhydrophobic properties [39].

Based on the findings presented, PDMS oxidation via ultra violet ozonolysis or

plasma exposure appears as an ideal technique for bilayer formation. However,

patterns arise upon strain application and the characteristic dimensions (at first

instance the amplitude A) are affected by the extent of bilayer tension or com-

pression: what is, thus, the optimal strategy to apply strain?
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In some of the studies presented so far, we mentioned wrinkling occurring via

thermal strain application [72, 90]. When the film/substrate bilayer is heated to a

certain temperature (Tinitial), each of the two layers will expand: upon subsequent

cooling to Tfinal, the two layers experience a strain εthermal which can be estimated

as

εthermal = αL(Tinitial − Tfinal) (1.13)

where αL is the linear thermal expansion coefficient. A mismatch in the thermal

expansion coefficients of the film and the substrate results in a net strain applied to

the bilayer, that can cause wrinkling to occur. The use of a temperature gradient

to impose strain shows two main downsides. First of all, the bilayer can expand

in multiple directions, thus not allowing for compression along selected axes (e.g.

uniaxial compression); furthermore, the expansion resulting from the temperature

gradient is not significant. Small values of ε can therefore be achieved, which

are not suitable for bilayers with low moduli contrast (thus high εc), as well as

impeding tuning the wrinkles’ amplitude over a relevant range.

Alternatively, several studies reported the possibility to use swelling as a way to

induce bilayer wrinkling [99–104]. This exploits the increase of dimensions an

elastoplastic polymer or an hydrogel is subject to when a solvent diffuses within

it. Again, provided there is a mismatch in the rate of solvent uptake between

the two layers, patterns can form as a result of surface instabilities. Breid and

Crosby [100] actually employed this method on UVO oxidised PDMS, by placing

the bilayers in a vapour atmosphere allowing for solvent diffusion to take place and

swelling to occur. Control on the strain applied could be achieved via changing the

composition of the solution, and accordingly its vapour pressure. A quantification

of the strain resulting from swelling is given by [105]. Beam bending experiments

were carried out and the following correlation for εswelling was derived
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r indicates the curvature radius. The bilayer deformation resulting from swelling

is represented schematically in Figure 1.4. Swelling induced patterns on bilayers

Figure 1.4: Schematic of bilayer deformation occurring upon solvent swelling.

formed upon substrate vitrification were also studied by Chung et al. [104]. The

authors focused on laminate structures obtained via UVO oxidation of polystyrene,

where strain was induced by swelling in toluene vapour. Depending on the extent

of the UVO oxidation (thus thickness and mechanical properties of the topmost

layer) a variety of periodic wrinkling patterns were observed, ranging between

flower-like to concentric rings features. These morphologies were found to initiate

corresponding to defects on the surface [104]. Swelling thus offers control on

the strain applied as well as its rigorous quantification; however it is intrinsically

denoted by the disadvantages already highlighted for the thermal strain. It is

indeed not possible to control the dimensions along which expansion takes place,

and the amount of strain applied is limited by the osmotic pressure. Furthermore

the need of a solvent as well as the time required for diffusion to occur, are not

desirable for a scalable and cost-effective patterning method.

The challenges associated with the use of temperature or swelling for strain appli-

cation, leave us with another option which corresponds to mechanical strain. The

latter requires a strain stage, where the bilayer can be clamped and stretched or

compressed to the desired extent. Clamping a sample imposes a different condi-

tion at the boundaries compared to the case in which the material is free to move:

however, the boundary effects are negligible compared to the numerous advantages
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of this method. Firstly one can achieve control on the expansion, and, depending

on the stage, uniaxial, biaxial or multiaxial strain can be imposed leading to an

entire range of complex, controllable, morphologies. For example, ordered miura-

ori patterns have been observed when mechanical strain was applied to the bilayer

in two orthogonal directions. The two components of the strain have indeed two

effects: a deformation which takes place out from the plane of the sample, similar

to the one observed in the case of uniaxial strain, coupled with a ‘on plane’ defor-

mation responsible for the zig-zag pattern [92, 106]. Apart from the control over

the axial deformation, significant values of the strain can be applied mechanically,

opening up to a wider range of pattern dimensions achievable. The strain can

then be simply quantified by measuring the increase in sample dimensions along

the selected axes.

1.1.2 The Project

Based on all the considerations we have made so far, we decided to focus on

pattern formation via mechanical wrinkling of bi- (multi-) layers obtained by

substrate vitrification. While a range of materials can be used as substrates

(e.g. polystyrene, which can be oxidised leading to the formation of an hard film

on the surface [107, 108]), we choose to work with PDMS due to its relatively low

elastic modulus (≈ 1.6 MPa [109]), near incompressibility (Poisson ratio ≈ 0.5

[109]), large elongation at break (200 %) [110], surface adhesion and transparency.

These substrate features are of interest for the pattern formation while, depending

on the application, one can simply use the wrinkled PDMS as a mold and replicate

the surface morphology onto the materials of interest.

We first focus on PDMS oxidation via plasma exposure and its impact on surface

wrinkling. Building up from previous work [93], we perform a series of controlled

experiments, where we systematically vary process parameters and evaluate their

impact on the surface morphology. By doing this, we enlarge the limits of this

method, and obtain ordered sinusoidal wrinkles with wavelengths ranging from 5

µm down to 100 nm, by employing relatively low values of the mechanical strain,
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leading to a simple and reproducible process. We demonstrate that the optimal

conditions for nanoscale patterning are achieved when oxygen is replaced by air

as the ionising gas, representing an added value from manufacturing and safety

standpoints. Patterns with these feature sizes could be of interest in the field of

optics [111, 112] and photonics [58, 113]. For example these wrinkled substrates

could serve as a template for the fabrication of diffraction gratings [111, 112],

commonly utilised optical components whose periodic structure is responsible for

the diffraction phenomenon occurring when shining light across them. As the

structural periodicity impacts the diffraction characteristics, by wrinkling of air

plasma oxidised PDMS a wide range of applications can be covered. Morphologies

with these dimensions can also be utilised to improve the efficiency of organic solar

cells, currently spreading out as a low-cost alternative to those using crystalline and

polycrystalline silicon as starting material. Studies have demonstrated that when

the cell surface is patterned with wrinkles with λ ∼ 1 µm the efficiency increases

significantly, with ≈ 47 % more energy produced compared to flat devices [58].

In an attempt to access even lower pattern dimensions, we then study the effects

of the plasma treatment on the PDMS to silica conversion and glassy film for-

mation. Through this deeper understanding we aim to justify the existence of a

critical exposure time to be exceeded, corresponding to a minimum wavelength

λmin ≈ 100 nm. As the simple tuning of the process variables can only go so

far, we go back to the bilayer equations and evaluate the wavelength reduction

achieved when increasing the substrate stiffness. We devise conventional strate-

gies to increase the elastic modulus of PDMS by changing the curing conditions.

Eventually we find that by using a ‘two step’ process comprising UVO exposure

followed by air plasma exposure we can effectively impress single frequency, sinu-

soidal patterns with dimensions in the deep UV range (λmin ≈ 45 nm), at low

strain conditions. Surfaces with these morphologies have potential applications

in optics and photonics, nano-fluidics, as well as template formation and contact

printing.

After the success in obtaining sub-100 nm wrinkles, we explore the upper limit

of pattern formation via mechanical wrinkling of oxidised PDMS. To this aim,
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we focus on oxidation with ultraviolet ozonolysis and evaluate its impact on the

pattern formation, by selectively varying the process variables. As expected, we

are able to obtain sinusoidal features with lateral dimensions of tens to hundeds of

microns. These can find application in the biological field, as cells can be confined

in these patterns whilst analysing their behaviour as well as interactions with the

environment [94] . One can also exploit the impact of the culture medium surface

topography on the cell culture [114].

When studying UVO oxidation we also find that, under specific conditions, a sec-

ond generation of nm-scale wrinkles arises on top of the µm-scale ones, leading to

hierarchical patterns. We build upon these observations and estabilish the con-

ditions for double-frequency, sinusoidal pattern formation; moreover we gain the

ability to re-create these morphologies via different methods and tune indepen-

dently the dimensions of the two generations of patterns. These findings have a

significant applicability as surfaces with hierarchical patterns have showed a wide

range of interesting properties, including self-cleaning [115], optical activity [116],

wettability and superhydrophobicity [117–123]. Indeed the presence of a second

generation of patterns causes air to be trapped within the features resulting in a

transition from the Wenzel [124] to the Cassie-Baxter [125] state corresponding to

a higher contact angle.

After having established the capabilities of wrinkling as a scalable and cost-

effective method to impress patterns from the macro- to the nano-scale, we decide

to look at the same process, but from a different perspective. So far the final

aim was to obtain patterns via wrinkling and we have thus tried to optimise the

bi- (multi-) layer formation depending on the final application. However, these

patterns can be exploited to gain insight about the film mechanical properties.

Specifically, if we recall the bilayer equations, it is intuitive that, by inducing sinu-

soidal wrinkling on bilayers and measuring the corresponding morphologies we can

infer properties like the film’s thickness and elastic modulus. This method, known

as SIEBIMM [70, 126] has indeed been widely applied for the mechanical char-

acterisation of thin and ultrathin polymeric, composite, and metallic supported
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thin films [41, 70, 126–128], as it overcomes the difficulties associated with han-

dling these films and the limited sensitivity typical of conventional methods [127].

We focus on applying the same process but in a time resolved manner, aiming

to evaluate how the mechanical properties of thin films evolve upon drying under

controlled conditions (e.g. temperature and relative humidity). In this way we

develop a method that can be exploited for applications ranging from paints to

personal care products.

***

This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 details the experimental methodolo-

gies utilised. Chapter 3 explores pattern formation via PDMS vitrification induced

by plasma oxidation. Chapter 4 presents strategies to enlarge the limits of PDMS

oxidation and accessing sub-100 nm wrinkles. Chapter 5 focuses on wrinkling of

bilayers obtained by means of ultra-violet ozonolysis oxidation of PDMS whilst

Chapter 6 explores the origins of double frequency sinusoidal patterns. Chapter 7

presents the exploitation of wrinkling as a method to dynamically characterise the

mechanical properties of thin, drying films. Chapter 8 summarises the findings

obtained and explores future possible applications of this work.



Chapter 2

Experimental Methodologies

2.1 Wrinkling experiments

2.1.1 Substrate preparation

As discussed in Chapter 1, we chose polydimethylsiloxane(PDMS) as the substrate

for wrinkling experiments. We utilised the kit Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning), com-

prising a liquid pre-polymer base and a crosslinker. The two components were

mixed at a selected mass ratio (the precision of the weight measurements was

within ±0.001 g, performed with a Sartorius 1702 balance). The typical ratio

chosen was 10 g of elastomer per gram of crosslinker (10:1): however, this ratio

was varied in selected experiments to increase the PDMS elastic modulus, where

lower ratios correspond to stiffer substrates [109, 129, 130]. After stirring for ≈ 5

minutes, the mixture was placed in a plastic desiccator and left under vacuum for

15 minutes to remove the residual bubbles and then deposited onto a glass surface,

to have a thickness of ≈ 2 mm. Thermal curing was carried out for 3 hours at

ambient temperature followed by 1 hour in a convection oven (Binder, FD 56),

generally at 75 ◦C. In selected experiments, the curing temperature as well as the

duration were varied to tune the stiffness of the substrate [109, 129, 130].

38
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2.1.2 Surface oxidation

The PDMS surface was oxidised by means of plasma or ultraviolet ozonolysis

exposure. Two different chambers were utilised for the purpose of plasma oxi-

dation: a Harrick Plasma Cleaner (PDC-002, Figure 2.1) and a Diener Plasma

Oven (FEMTO, Figure 2.2). The Harrick plasma cleaner is able to generate an

oscillating electric field with a frequency of 8-12 MHz and is usually referred as

MHz chamber. It has three power settings (30, 10 and 7 W) and is equipped with

a pressure sensor as well as two gas inputs with flowrate controls which can be

mixed at the desired proportions. The Diener chamber is referred as kHz as it has

a nominal frequency of 40 kHz. It is equipped with a single gas input, flowrate

control and power settings ranging from 10 to 99 W. Both chambers are linked

to vacuum pumps. The samples to be oxidised via plasma, were placed in one of

the chambers, which was then evacuated down to ≈ 0.2 mbar. The ionising gas

(air, or oxygen and/or nitrogen) was then allowed to flow within the chamber for

5 minutes at the maximum settable flowrate. Therefore the flowrate was reduced

in order to reach the desired value of the pressure within the chamber, and the

system was left until the pressure stabilised. The power (set to the desired value)

was then switched on so that the gas was ionised and the plasma formed: the

sample was left under exposure for the desired amount of time. However, we

Figure 2.1: Harrick Plasma Cleaner (PDC-002), referred as MHz chamber.
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Figure 2.2: Diener Plasma (FEMTO), referred as kHz chamber.

found that plasma ignition did not occur when the pressure in the chamber was

higher than 1 mbar (for the MHz plasma). As predicted from the Pashen’s Law

[131] the breakdown voltage Vbreakdown, required to induce a discharge between two

electrodes (at a distance del) within a gas, is related to the pressure P through

Vbreakdown =
B × del × P

ln (C × d× P )− ln (ln (1 + 1/γse))
(2.1)

where γse indicates the number of secondary electrons that each incident positive

ion produces, whilst B and C are empirical constants typical of the gas utilised.

The relation above can be plotted for air, using the coefficients given by Bazelyan

[132] (Figure 2.3). We can see that as the voltage provided by the plasma chamber

is fixed (220 V for the MHz plasma chamber as given from the manufacturer), there

will be values of the pressure for which this is lower than the breakdown value,

impeding the ignition.

In an attempt to assess the impact of higher pressure values on the PDMS sur-

face oxidation, we overcame this intrinsic limitation. The plasma was ignited at

a pressure lower than 1 mbar: thereafter the gas flowrate was rapidly increased

in order to achieve the desired value of the pressure. PDMS oxidation via ultra-

violet ozonolysis was carried out within a PSD Pro series NOVASCAN (Figure

2.4), equipped with a UV lamp emitting light at both 185 and 254 nm. The

two wavelengths contribute to the creation of an effective oxidising atmosphere.

Indeed molecular oxygen exhibits strong light absorption at 185 nm: as a result
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Figure 2.3: Breakdown voltage for air as a function of pressure according to
equation 2.1. Coefficients were taken from [132]. The horizontal line indicates

the constant voltage of the MHz plasma chamber.

Figure 2.4: UVO cleaner (PSD Pro series NOVASCAN).
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it dissociates forming oxygen radicals, responsible for the production of ozone by

reaction with molecular oxygen [133, 134]. Ozone then strongly absorbs light at

254 nm, dissociating back to O2 and oxygen radicals. A dynamic oxidising envi-

ronment is thus achieved within the UVO chamber. The mechanism is represented

schematically below

Figure 2.5: a) Schematic of the sample position relative to the UV lamp
within the UVO chamber. The parameter dlamp is utilised to express the distance
between the sample and the UV lamp, and varies between 1 (minimum distance)
and 10 cm (maximum distance). b) Light emission spectra in the range of 300-
900 nm wavelength for two values of dlamp. c) Measured integral intensity of the
light emitted by the source in the UVO chamber as a function of dlamp. The line
represents a power fit to the data, according to the equation I = I1d

a
lamp with

fitting parameter a = -0.2 ± 0.01 and I1 = 8.4 W m−2 the maximum intensity
measured at dlamp = 1 cm.

O2 ←−→ 2O·
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O2 + O· ←−→ O3

O3 ←−→ O2 + O·

The sample to treat was simply placed in the chamber, operated at ambient tem-

perature and pressure, and oxidised for controlled times. Apart from the exposure

time, the distance from the lamp was varied (defined according to the schematic

in Figure 2.5a), as it impacts the light intensity thus affecting the number of rad-

ical species present. By using a BLACK-Comet UV-VIS Spectrometer coupled

with SpectraWiz software (Stellar Net Inc.), we acquired the light spectrum in a

range of 300-900 nm wavelength, at different values of dlamp. Figure 2.5b shows

two selected spectra, from which it is evident the intensity decrease at increasing

dlamp. Figure 2.5c shows the intensity, evaluated as the integral of the spectra, as

a function of dlamp. According to the inverse square law, one should expect that

I ∝ d−2
lamp [135]. This relationship, however, is derived with the assumption of a

point source. In the case of the UVO chamber the lamps are rather high-aspect-

ratio cylindrical tubes, resulting in a less sharp dependence [136]: indeed by fitting

the data we find I ∝ d−0.2
lamp. The derived relationship represents a valuable tool in

predicting the intensity from a simple geometrical measurement.

2.1.3 Strain application

Figure 2.6: Uniaxial strain stage utilised. A PDMS coupon is clamped and
stretched by means of the screw.

As discussed previously, wrinkling was induced on bilayers by means of mechanical

strain. A uniaxial stage was employed (Figure 2.6), where the sample was clamped
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and stretched through a screw. We indicate with x the strain direction whilst y

is the direction orthogonal to x on the sample surface plane. The stretching

could be performed prior or after the substrate oxidation. In the first scenario,

the substrate was uniaxially stretched, then oxidised (leading to bi-(multi-)layer

formation): surface patterns oriented along y arose upon compression in the x

direction, occurring when releasing the strain. These are referred as ‘ON samples’,

as they show wrinkles in their relaxed state. For ON samples, the applied strain

εprestrain is computed by comparing the initial distance between the clamps L1 to

the value measured after stretching L0 as

εprestrain% =

(
1− L1

L0

)
× 100 (2.2)

where the lengths are measured with a precision of ±0.01 mm.

Figure 2.7: Schematic of the procedures employed to obtain ON or OFF wrin-
kled samples

As opposed to ON samples, OFF samples were subject to strain upon bi-(multi-

)layer formation. After the oxidation treatment, the coupons (whose surface ap-

peared as ‘flat’) were stretched by means of the strain stage. By stretching along

x, compression occurs in the y-direction, leading to patterns oriented parallel to

x. The compression can be related to the extent of stretching by recalling the

definition of the Poisson’s ratio which in this case yields ν = εy/εx. If we take

νPDMS ≈ 0.5 it is evident that the OFF samples have a limitation in terms of the

applicable strain compared to ON samples. The wrinkling experiments performed
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in this work are related to ON samples, unless otherwise stated. The procedures

to obtain both ON and OFF samples are depicted in Figure 2.7.

2.1.4 Acquiring wrinkle morphology data

2.1.4.1 Optical microscopy

Optical microscopy in reflection mode (Olympus BX40) was employed to obtain

2-D images of the patterned surfaces, thanks to the optical transparency of the

PDMS coupons. Depending on the pattern morphology, lenses with magnification

5×, 10×, 50× or 100× were utilised. Analyses on the acquired images were per-

formed using ImageJ, allowing the extraction of the average value of the wrinkles’

wavelength expressed in pixel. Each lens was calibrated in order to have a rigor-

ous correspondence between the dimensions in pixels and the real dimensions: the

calibration factor was obtained by imaging diffraction gratings with periodicities

of known values.

2.1.4.2 Atomic Force Microscopy

Imaging through optical microscopy, albeit sufficient to simply obtain a first indi-

cation of the surface morphology, showed two main disadvantages. The resolution

was limited by the magnification of the lenses available, thus only pattern wave-

lengths ≥ 1 µm could be accurately determined. Moreover, the 2-D image did

not allow for amplitude quantification, requiring alternative techniques such as

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) or stylus profilometry [137, 138].

We extensively employed AFM, by means of a Veeco/Bruker Innova scanning

probe. For morphology measurements, AFM was employed in tapping mode. As

shown in the schematic in Figure 2.4, the sample surface is scanned by a probe

tip (Si) supported by a cantilever. Whilst scanning, the probe tip deflects a

laser beam and the deflection is recorded by a detector sensitive to the position.

The information recorded through the probe movement is translated into 3-D

micrographs which allow for λ and A to be extracted through the NanoScope
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the AFM microscope employed for the morphological
characterisation of wrinkled samples.

analysis software accompanying the microscope. We employed Si tips (MPP-

11100 W, Bruker) with a spring constant within 20-80 N/m and resonant frequency

between 200-400 kHz.

Measurements were usually performed at the minimum scanning frequency of 0.1

Hz, and PID controller parameters tuning the distance tip/surface were adjusted

and optimised for each sample in order to maximise the quality of the images

obtained (generally, P was varied between [0.2-3], I [0.5-0.8] and D ≈ 0.0001).

To verify the goodness of the selected parameters, surface height profiles were

recorded both for forward and backward scanning.

AFM, therefore, overcomes the limitations highlighted for optical microscopy, lead-

ing to accurate and complete morphology characterisation down to the nano-scale.

However, the equipment we utilised was designed to scan a maximum area of 100

µm2, thus being not suitable to accurately characterise patterns with lateral di-

mensions bigger than ≈ 20 µm.
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2.1.4.3 Surface Profilometry

Due to the ‘area’ limitations of the AFM, surface profilometry can be of use to

measure both the wavelength and amplitude of patterns in the 10-few hundreds

microns range. We employed a Bruker DektakXT DXT profilometer, equipped

with a diamond stylus of 12.5 µm radius. The stylus moves vertically and laterally

across the selected area of the sample, with a specified contact force of 1 mg (chosen

in order to minimise any damage to the sample). A digital signal is generated from

the stylus displacement, which is then stored and displayed in the form of a surface

profile.

2.1.5 Estimation of the uncertainty

Morphology data acquired are affected by an error which results from multiple

factors. First of all, it has to be noticed that the dimensions of the wrinkles may

slightly vary across the area of a selected sample. The values reported in the

result sections therefore represent the average of N measurements on a portion of

the sample, chosen to be approximately one order of magnitude bigger than the

characteristic wavelength. Moreover one has to consider that λ and A depend on a

number n of process parameters pi (e.g. strain, exposure time and pressure when

using PDMS oxidation to create the bilayer), whose measurement is affected by

an error u(pi). As a result, the error on A (or equally λ), u(A), is estimated as

(
u (A)

A

)2

=
∑N

i=1

1

N

(
Ai − Aaverage
Aaverage

)2

+

(
1

A

(
n∑
i=1

∂A

∂pi
u (pi)

))2

(2.3)

2.2 Depth profile measurements

In order to establish the limits of wrinkling for soft matter patterning, it was

necessary to deepen the understanding of the PDMS frontal vitrification process,

occurring as a consequence of surface oxidation. This was achieved by employing

X-ray and neutron specular reflectivity, allowing for the determination of the depth
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profile in the regions near the surface. Thanks to these non-destructive techniques

we can characterise thin film structures [139–142] (up to few hundreds of nm

thickness [143, 144]) with sub-nm resolution.

Figure 2.9: a) Schematic of a substrate analysed by means of specular reflec-
tivity. The incident beam impacts the sample at an angle θ, and the reflection
at the same angle is captured by a detector. If θ is lower than the critical angle
θc we have total external reflection, whilst when θ > θc only a portion of the
incident radiation is reflected. b) Schematic of the reflection in case of a thin
film/substrate system. The beam is reflected at both interfaces: interferences
result in oscillations, known as ‘fringes’, in the reflectivity profile. The Q dif-
ference between two consecutive fringes is related to the film’s thickness hf . c)
Typical SLD profile obtained from fitting the reflectivity data, in case of a single

film sandwiched between air and a solid substrate.

In specular reflectivity, an X-ray (or neutron) beam, oriented at an angle θ, impacts

the selected sample. If θ is lower than a critical value, θc, then the intensity of the

incident beam is equal to the intensity of the reflected beam. This is referred to as

total external reflection and θc depends on the material under analysis. For θ > θc,

the beam is reflected and trasmitted; a detector then measures the intensity of the

reflected beam in the specular direction (e.g. when the reflection and the incident
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angles are equal). The angle θ is related to the momentum transfer Q through

Q = 4π sin(θ)/λr, with λr being the wavelength of the radiation source employed

(Figure 2.5a). The reflectance R, defined as the ratio between the reflected and

incident beam intensities, is then expressed in terms of the component of the

momentum transfer orthogonal to the reflecting surface Qz as

R =
16π2

Q2
z

|SLD′(Qz)|2 ∝
1

Q4
z

(2.4)

where SLD′(Qz) indicates the Fourier transform of the gradient of the scattering

length density (SLD) profile orthogonal to the reflecting surface [145]. The scatter-

ing length density essentially expresses the extent to which a material can scatter

the incident radiations. It is defined as

SLD =
ρNa

∑N
i=1
bi∑N

i=1
Mi

(2.5)

where Na is the Avogadro number, ρ is the bulk density of the material and bi and

Mi are respectively the scattering lengths and molecular weights of the N atomic

species constituting the sample.

When dealing with multiple interfaces (as in the case of bi-(multi-)layers), each

one reflects the beam and the different reflections interfere with each other, re-

sulting in oscillations known as ‘Kiessig fringes’ [146]. In case of a thin film at a

solid/air interface, the thickness can be estimated by the Qz difference between

two consecutive fringes ∆Qz through hf = 2 π/ ∆Qz (Figure 2.5b). Although

the film thickness can be readily determined, in first approximation, from the

acquired reflectivity profile, extracting the full depth profile requires a more de-

tailed and complex analysis (Figure 2.5c). Optical matrix methods are normally

employed, where the sample is modelled as a defined number of stratified lay-

ers. Three parameters describe each layer, which are namely thickness, scattering

length density SLD and interfacial roughness. The latter has to be taken into

account as, in practice, nearly all the surfaces have imperfections and these affect

the reflectivity profile, which appears to drop at a higher rate (compared to 1/Q4
z)
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with dampened fringes at high Qz values. These effects are taken into account by

adjusting equation 2.4 with a Debye-Waller type factor [145, 147], which has the

form

Rrough = Re−
Q2
zσ

2

2 (2.6)

where σ is the root mean squared roughness (RMS).

There are currently a number of programs where these matrix methods have been

implemented: we analysed the acquired curves using Motofit [148] and RasCal

[149]. The value of the SLD (for X-ray) for neat PDMS was determined by simu-

lating the corresponding reflectivity profiles assuming a single layer at air interface

(SLDair,X−ray= 0). We found SLDPDMS,X−ray = 9.61 × 10 −6Å−2, which agrees

with the value computed by considering the density and chemical structure of the

polymer (repeating unit SiC2H6O, ρ ≈ 0.97 gcm−3 [150], SLDPDMS,X−ray (cal-

culated) = 9.23 × 10 −6Å−2 ). Neutron reflectivity profiles acquired on PDMS

samples were non-trivial to analyse, as the scattering is not significant because of

no significant contrast with air. As a result, the PDMS neutron SLD was calcu-

lated from its density and chemical structure, obtaining a value of SLDPDMS,neutron

= 6.35 × 10 −8Å−2. The reflectivity profiles acquired for plasma oxidised PDMS

were modelled considering a single layer sandwiched between air and the bulk

PDMS: both the thickness (ranging between 1 to 20 nm) and the SLD profile were

inferred from the curves’ fittings. The SLD of the oxide layer was set to vary be-

tween the value of PDMS and the one of silica (SLDSiO2,X−ray (calculated) = 2.3

× 10 −5Å−2; SLDSiO2,neutron (calculated) = 3.8 × 10 −6Å−2). From the profiles ob-

tained we could gain a deeper understanding of the mechanisms of film formation

and densification, with an accuracy which is not found in other techniques. One

thing to point out is that, in fitting the reflectance curves, the SLD and thickness

are generally coupled, meaning that there are several combinations of the two pa-

rameters that can fit the curve. In order to decouple the two parameters and get

an independent and reliable estimate of the thickness and SLD of the oxide layer

the following strategy was adopted. At fixed process conditions, an estimate for
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the thickness was obtained from the morphological characterisation of samples in

their wrinkled state: a lower and upper bounds for h could then be assigned in the

fitting. Moreover, neutron and X-ray reflectance data acquired on the same sam-

ples were fitted simultaneously: the difference between SLDneutron and SLDX−ray

was exploited in obtaining the value of the thickness.

PDMS samples, with 1 cm thickness, for X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and neutron

reflectivity (NR) were prepared by mixing the elastomer and crosslinker at a ratio

10:1. The mixture was then cast onto 3 inch diameter silicon wafers (Si-Mat,

Landsberg/Lech, Germany) previously cleaned by UVO exposure. After degassing

and subsequent curing (as described earlier in this Chapter), the samples were

gently removed from the silicon wafers and the bottom surface was analysed with

reflectivity, prior and after oxidation. By doing this, we minimised the effects of

the substrate roughness.

Regarding the technical aspects, X-ray experiments were carried out by means

of a PANalytical X’Pert PRO MPD instrument, with a 2.2 kW Cu/W/Si anode

source emitting radiations with wavelength λr = 1.54 Å. The incident beam was

generated (generator power of 40 kV and 40 mA) using a parabolic X-ray mirror

and a divergence slit of 0.05 mm, whilst the reflected beam was detected by a

beryllium detector with a parallel plate collimator, equipped with a 0.1 mm slit.

The angle of the incident beam was systematically varied by means of a ω - 2θ

goniometer. The samples were mounted on a motorised stage whose position could

be adjusted manually in order to ensure perfect alignment between the incident

beam, the sample surface and the detector. The alignment was firstly done on

the direct beam: the position of the goniometer was set at 0◦ and a 2θ scan

was performed without the sample. In absence of offsets, a peak in the intensity

is recorded at 2θ = 0◦: deviations from this value were taken into account by

defining the position of the peak as 0◦, thus registering the corresponding offset.

The value of the intensity at the peak is defined as Imax. Thereafter the sample was

mounted on the stage, whose z position was varied until the measured intensity

was approximately half of Imax. At this point, the goniometer was set to 2θ =

0.4◦ ( ω = 0.2◦) and a ω scan was performed. Any offsets on ω were recorded.
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The values of the intensity at 0.1◦, 0.15◦ and 0.2◦ were then compared: in case of

significant differences, the tilt and the axial position of the sample were varied in

order to minimise these, flattening the critical edge thus ensuring proper sample

alignment. When changing the position of the sample, the ω scan was repeated

to check whether the offsets remained unvaried. Once completed the alignment

procedure, the reflectivity profiles were acquired at angles ranging between 0.1◦ to

0.3◦.

Neutron reflectivity experiments were performed at the Figaro reflectometer (In-

stitut Laue Langevin, Grenoble) at two angles 0.723◦ and 2.723◦. In this case,

alignment of the sample was performed automatically with the aid of the instru-

ment software. The curves acquired at the two reflection angles were then scaled

and stitched together using LAMP [151]. The resulting reflectivity profile was

then analysed as described previously.



Chapter 3

Frontal vitrification of PDMS via

air plasma and impact on surface

wrinkling

Taking into account the considerations made in Chapter 1, to establish wrinkling

as a scalable and cost-effective method for soft matter patterning, we start by

studying the surface oxidation of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) by plasma expo-

sure and its implications for the mechanically-induced wrinkling of the resulting

glass-elastomer bilayers. We carry out a complete set of experiments in order to

assess the effect of process variables on the glassy skin thickness, and therefore on

the wrinkling morphology. Specifically, we vary the prestrain, plasma frequency

(kHz and MHz), pressure (0.5 ≤ P ≤1.5 mbar), oxygen content (from O2 to air),

as well as exposure time and power. Equipped with this knowledge, we find the op-

timal set of parameters which allows expanding the existing capabilities of plasma

oxidation for PDMS wrinkling at the nm scale. Moreover, the observed logarithmic

dependence of the pattern dimensions on the exposure time allow for the mod-

elling of the oxidation reaction. We therefore obtain a predictive tool to infer the

wrinkling characteristic dimensions corresponding to selected process conditions.

The results presented and discussed in this Chapter have been published in [152].

53
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3.1 Methodology

Figure 3.1: Formation of wrinkles on SiOx-PDMS bilayers obtained by plasma
oxidation: a neat PDMS specimen is pre-strained uniaxially by εprestrain, ex-
posed to plasma (for various gas mixtures, frequency, power, pressure and time),
and then allowed to relax, forming sinusoidal wrinkling patterns with prescribed

λ and A from which the glassy skin thickness h can be measured.

PDMS slabs of ≈ 2 mm thickness were obtained following the procedure detailed in

Chapter 2. The slabs were cut into 1 cm × 2 cm coupons and stretched by εprestrain

via a uniaxial strain stage. The stretched PDMS specimen was then placed in one

of the plasma chambers (with kHz or MHz frequency, as detailed in Chapter 2) for

oxidation, removed and released from strain, resulting in permanently wrinkled

samples in the relaxed state for profile analysis. The experimental procedure is

depicted in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.2: Plasma chamber temperature (a) within MHz air plasma chamber
after 2 hours of operation, as a function of the induction power; (b) within
kHz air plasma chamber as a function of time for two representative induction

powers. The lines are guides to the eye.

It is important to notice that the temperature within a plasma chamber increases

during exposure. Combined with glassy skin formation, the surface expansion
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(upon heating) and contraction (upon cooling) can result in spontaneous, generally

non-isotropic, wrinkle formation. Since the focus of this study is on mechanically-

induced wrinkling, we quantify the temperature changes within the plasma cham-

ber and evaluate a possible impact on surface topography. The plasma chamber

temperature was thus monitored as a function of air plasma frequency (kHz, MHz),

power (7 - 80 W) and duration (0 - 7200 s) using a calibrated thermocouple. These

results are shown in Figure 3.2. We find the maximum chamber temperature to be

40 ◦C after 2 h exposure at the highest MHz air plasma induction power. Similar

values are observed within the kHz air plasma at 30 W, which however reaches up

to 90 ◦C at 80 W. Considering the thermal expansion coefficient of PDMS (3.2 ×

10−4◦C−1[153]), the maximum thermal strain for the MHz plasma was estimated

to be εmax ≈ 0.6% at Tchamber = 40 ◦C. To evaluate the contribution of thermal

effects on surface topography, we measured by AFM a PDMS surface exposed to

air MHz plasma for 2 hours at p = 30 W in the absence of mechanical prestrain

(Figure 3.3a) and a fresh PDMS surface (Figure 3.3b). These are confirmed to

be effectively identical within measurement uncertainty, and no thermally-induced

wrinkling is observed, meaning that the thermal strain is lower than the critical

strain required for pattern formation.

Figure 3.3: AFM topography images of (a) PDMS surface exposed to an air
MHz plasma with induction power p = 30 W for 120 min, in the absence of

pre-strain and (b) an unoxidised PDMS surface.

Similar results apply to the kHz plasma at p = 30 W, as the chamber reaches

approximately the same maximum temperature. However at higher induction

powers, the maximum temperature attained corresponds to more significant strain
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Figure 3.4: Formation of non-isotropic wrinkles on un-stretched PDMS ex-
posed to kHz plasma at the maximum induction power of the chamber p = 99

W, for times ranging between 5 to 20 minutes.

(εmax ≈ 2%). As a result, non-isotropic wrinkling is observed, in absence of any me-

chanical stretch, accompanied by significant surface cracking (Figure 3.4). These

experiments were carried out for completion as exposure times employed in our

study at such high power are much shorter, thus thermal effects on wrinkling

morphology are negligible. Nevertheless, they prove the possibility of fabricat-

ing surfaces with 2-D patterns in the micron range by employing PDMS plasma

oxidation, under specific conditions.

3.2 Impact of process variables on wrinkle mor-

phology

3.2.1 Effect of prestrain

As discussed in Chapter 1, when strain is applied to a bilayer, wrinkling insta-

bilities arise that can eventually result in sinusoidal pattern formation. In our

experiments, this implies that we can induce sinusoidal wrinkling if εprestrain ex-

ceeds the critical strain, depending on the moduli contrast between the bulk PDMS

and the oxide layer formed upon surface oxidation. At sufficiently low values of
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Figure 3.5: Dependence of the experimental wrinkle wavelength (λ) on pre-
strain εprestrain applied prior to MHz air plasma exposure at a constant pressure
of P ≈ 0.93 mbar, power p = 7.16 W and t = 45 min. The line is a fit to equation
3.1, with fitting parameter λ (at ideal conditions of 0% strain) = 1.4 ± 0.09.

prestrain the bilayer equations 1 presented in Chapter 1 hold [43, 46, 47]: the am-

plitude varies with prestrain according to A ∝ ε
(1/2)
prestrain whilst the wavelength is

practically independent of εprestrain. However, beyond the limit of low deformation

[138, 154–158], corresponding to εprestrain » εc both the wavelength and the ampli-

tude have been found to depend on the strain applied. The following expressions

have been derived [156] for the wrinkle dimensions in the high deformation regime

(λHD, AHD)

λHD =
λ

(1 + ε) (1 + ξ)1/3
(3.1)

AHD =
A

(1 + ε)1/2 (1 + ξ)1/3
(3.2)

where λ and A are respectively the wavelength and amplitude as computed with

the bilayer model, whilst ξ = 5ε(1 + ε)/32. At even higher deformations, it has

been previously reported that wrinkling is no longer sinusoidal, as higher modes
1λ = 2πh(Ēf/3Ēs)

1/3 and A = h(ε/εc − 1)1/2
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and folding eventually dominate [42, 53–60, 60, 62, 63] and the linear relationship

between the wavelength and thickness no longer holds.

We carried out a set of control experiments, where we assessed the impact of

variable prestrains between 10% to 65% on PDMS specimens oxidised via air

plasma exposure at fixed process conditions (e.g. MHz chamber, P = 0.93 bar, p

= 7.16 W). Figure 3.5 shows the resulting wrinkling wavelength as a function of

εprestrain. The experimental data were fitted to equation 3.1 where the single fitting

parameter λ was obtained through data regression. In order to compare different

plasma exposure conditions, we opt to select a constant value of εprestrain ≈ 20%

that exceeds εc, while remaining relatively low to ensure sinusoidal wrinkling mode

(Figure 3.6). By substituting this value of prestrain into equation (3.1), one obtains

Figure 3.6: Representative wrinkling pattern obtained by plasma exposure of a
PDMS specimen upon relaxation of uniaxial strain (air, MHz plasma, t= 50 min,
p = 7.16 W, εprestrain = 20%): a) optical microscopy image, b-c) AFM tapping
mode topography and corresponding 1D section profile, and fitted sinusoidal

curve.

that λHD/λ = 0.892, which is verified experimentally within the measurement

uncertainty. This suggests that, by using the simple bilayer equations, we could
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underestimate the oxide layer thickness by 20%: therefore, we use equation 3.1 to

infer the thickness from wrinkling experiments.

3.2.2 Effect of frequency, induction power and exposure time

Figure 3.7: Wavelengths of sinusoidal wrinkles for samples prestrained by a
εprestrain ≈ 20% and treated with (a) kHz and (b) MHz air plasmas, as a function
of the exposure time for different power settings, where air pressure was kept
constant at P ≈ 0.93 mbar. The lines are logarithmic fits according to equation

λ = a ln(t) + b.

Following the procedure detailed in Figure 3.1, we oxidised PDMS samples pre-

stretched by 20%, by utilising both kHz and MHz plasmas, using air as the ionising

gas at pressure P = 0.93 mbar. Exposure time t and induction power p were tuned
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in both chambers and the sample wavelength upon strain release was recorded by

means of optical microscopy or AFM. Figure 3.7 summarises the results obtained.

We found a logarithmic time dependence of wrinkling periodicity in all the cases

investigated, which is in agreement with previous studies [90, 93]. Following earlier

work on O2 plasma oxidation of PDMS [93], we defined a new variable, namely

plasma dose, as D ≡ p× t. By rescaling the acquired wavelength as a function of

dose, we observed that the data at different p and t collapsed onto a single master

curve for each plasma frequency, as shown in Figure 3.8.

In general, the impact of the process variables on the wrinkling wavelength (and

amplitude) can be rationalised by recalling that λ is directly proportional to the

thickness of the glassy layer, according to the bilayer model [43, 46, 47]. If the

exposure time is increased (at fixed induction power), there is more time for oxygen

to penetrate within the PDMS and react, leading to thicker films, thus larger

λ. At constant exposure time, an increase in the induction power can lead to

more radical species to be produced thus faster oxidation kinetics and increased h

and λ. A similar effect can be considered for the plasma frequency: however, to

appropriately quantify the effect of this variable, a more comprehensive number

of chambers with varying frequencies would need to be employed. The trends

observed for the wavelength result then from the dependence of the thickness h

on the process variables, with λ varying between λmin and λmax, that correspond

to hmin and hmax respectively.

3.2.3 Effect of pressure

We next consider the effect of gas pressure on the vitrification process induced

by air plasma oxidation. Prestretched PDMS samples were oxidised within both

MHz and kHz plasma chambers, with air pressure varying between 0.66 and 1.3

mbar. Figure 3.9 plots the wrinkles’ wavelength upon strain release as a function

of plasma dose for the different pressures explored. The results demonstrate that

increasing pressure P decreases λ at a constant dose (illustrated in the inset, for

both MHz and kHz frequencies). If we recall the proportionality between λ and the
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Figure 3.8: Wrinkling wavelengths λ of PDMS samples strained by εprestrain ≈
20% and exposed to kHz and MHz air plasmas, at a constant pressure of P =
0.93 mbar, as a function of the plasma dose (D). The lines are logarithmic fits
according to equation λ = a ln(D) + b (a = 0.73 ± 0.04 and b = -1.2 ± 0.1
for kHz, a = 2.2 ± 0.18 and b = -4.87 ± 0.6 for MHz). All data in Figure 3.7
collapse into single master curves for the two frequencies, well described by a

logarithmic dependence. The inset shows the results in a lin-log scale.

thickness of the oxide layer h, the wrinkling experiments suggest that an increase

in the plasma pressure slows down the kinetics of the oxidation reaction, yielding

thinner skins. The result is not unexpected: as the collision rate in the plasma

increases with pressure, the molecular mean free path decreases, which in turn

compromises the ionisation process [131]. Since the oxidation reaction (leading to

the formation of the glassy layer) proceeds with a radical mechanism, a decrease

in the ionisation rate at higher pressures should slow down PDMS conversion and

thus yield lower h (and lower wrinkling λ).

Inspired by the successful rescaling of wrinkling data at different powers p and ex-

posure times t in terms of plasma dose D, we evaluated various rescaling variables

involving pressure P . We found that, within the pressure range analysed in the

experiments, all wavelength data collapse when plotted as a function of D/P , as
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Figure 3.9: Sinusoidal wrinkle periodicity (λ) at 20% prestrain as a function
of the plasma dose (D) for different values of air pressure (P ) for (a) a MHz
and (b) a kHz plasma. The lines are logarithmic fits according to equation
λ = a ln(D) + b. The inset shows dependence of λ with P at a fixed dose, which

is found to be linear within this range.
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Figure 3.10: Wrinkling wavelengths (λ) of PDMS samples strained by
εprestrain ≈ 20% and oxidised by kHz and MHz air plasmas, as a function of
the ratio of the plasma dose/air pressure (D/P ). The curves in Figure 3.9 col-
lapse further into single master curves for each frequency. Lines are logarithmic
fits according to equation λ = a ln(D/P ) + b. The inset shows the amplitude as

a function of (D/P ).

shown in Figure 3.10. This correlation provides useful guidance in designing the

PDMS surface λ and A via plasma oxidation.

We next considered the effect of plasma pressure P on the wrinkling amplitude

A, for completion. Since we found that increasing P decreases λ (and thus h), we

expect the same linear dependence of the wrinkling amplitude A with the pressure,

in accordance to the bilayer model. Figure 3.11 shows the wrinkling amplitude data

for PDMS prestretched by εprestrain and exposed to air plasma in the MHz chamber

and confirm our expectations. Moreover, considering the bilayer model equations

[43, 46, 47] one can notice that the ratio A/λ, often referred as the aspect ratio,

should only vary with the film’s elastic modulus at constant strain. By plotting

the aspect ratio as a function of D/P we can see that it does remain constant
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Figure 3.11: Sinusoidal wrinkling amplitude (A) as a function of the plasma
dose (D) for different values of air pressure (P ) within a MHz plasma. A constant
value of εprestrain ≈ 20% was utilised to stretch the PDMS samples prior to
plasma exposure. The lines are logarithmic fits according to equation A =
a ln(D) + b. The inset shows the aspect ratio A/λ as a function of D/P which

is found to remain constant in this range within measurement uncertainty.

within the measurement uncertainty. These findings confirm that the pressure

only affects the film thickness, whilst its mechanical properties remain unchanged,

providing an effective way to tune the kinetics of the glassy skin propagation.

3.2.4 Effect of gas composition

So far all the results presented were referred to bilayers obtained via air plasma

oxidation of PDMS (oxygen molar fraction in the gas yO2 ≈ 0.21) . However,

previous literature studies on wrinkling of plasma oxidised PDMS employed oxygen

as ionising gas [90, 92, 93, 159] . We therefore quantified the effect of the ionising

gas composition on the wrinkling profile λ. To do so, the MHz plasma was operated

with pure oxygen, air and an equimolar mixture of oxygen and nitrogen, at a
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Figure 3.12: Wrinkling wavelengths (λ) of PDMS samples prestrained by
εprestrain ≈ 20% and exposed to a MHz plasma, as a function of dose (D)
for different ionising gases at a constant pressure of P ≈ 0.93 mbar. Lines are

logarithmic fits according to equation λ = a ln(D) + b.

constant pressure of P ≈ 0.93 mbar, and oxidation of prestrecthed PDMS samples

was carried out at different values of the plasma dose. The wavelength of the

wrinkles obtained upon strain release is plotted in Figure 3.12. We found that

decreasing the concentration of oxygen results in smaller pattern dimensions, due

to slower kinetics of glassy film formation. This behaviour is expected, since

oxygen is the active species for the oxidation reaction which therefore slows down

at lower O2 concentrations. In practical terms, both increasing P and reducing the

O2 content, at constant plasma dose, are found to result in slower glass formation

kinetics and thus thinner oxide layers and smaller pattern dimensions.

3.3 Modelling of the oxidation reaction

Thanks to the control experiments carried out, we could quantify the effect of a

number of process variables on the oxide film formation via PDMS plasma ox-

idation, thus wrinkling morphology. The next step was to model the oxidation
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reaction occurring upon plasma exposure to build a tool enabling the prediction

of the pattern dimensions at selected conditions. In this study we observed a loga-

rithmic dependence of the wrinkle wavelength, thus film thickness, with plasma ex-

posure time, in accordance with previous studies on wrinkling of bilayers obtained

through plasma oxidation of PDMS [90, 93]. The logarithmic trend suggested we

could use a minimal spatiotemporal model to describe the glass formation pro-

cess, borrowing concepts from well-established directional solidification via frontal

photopolymerisation [11, 160, 161].

In accordance with the model, the extent of PDMS surface conversion into the

glassy-like layer can be defined as φ(z, t) (corresponding to the volume of converted

PDMS divided by the total volume), varying in both space and time, with the z

axis being orthogonal to the top surface where it originates. We take φ(z, t) to

range from 0, corresponding to neat PDMS (φ(z, 0)=0), to 1, indicating fully

oxidised PDMS (φ(z, t→∞)=1). The variation of φ(z, t) with time is tentatively

described as [11, 160]

∂φ (z, t)

∂t
= Kt [1− φ (z, t)] I (z, t) (3.3)

with Kt being a kinetic constant (related to the oxidation reaction), and I the

intensity. The latter, in case of photopolymerisation, varies with z with a non-

monotonic relation which can be modelled as

∂I (z, t)

∂z
= −µ̄ (z, t) I (z, t) (3.4)

relation which is analogous to the Beer-Lambert law [162], where µ̄(z, t) is an

attenuation coefficient, given by µ̄(z, t) = µ∞φ(z, t) + µ0(1 − φ(z, t)), with µ0

and µ∞ being the attenuation coefficients of the unconverted and fully converted

material respectively. One thing to point out is that this model, yet simplified,

has proven to effectively describe the polymerisation reaction occurring upon light

exposure for a wide range of materials [15]. In the case of plasma oxidation, the

frontal model can be applied, by considering the light intensity as the concentration
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of radical species, whilst the attenuation constant can be treated as the inverse of

the diffusivity of oxygen within the polymer.

Going back to the model, if µ̄(z, t) is treated as a constant, assuming the oxidation

reaction does not have a significant impact on the material properties, the equa-

tions can be solved analytically and an expression for the thickness of the glassy

layer as a function of time can be obtained

h =
ln (t)

µ
− 1

µ
ln

(
1

KtI0

ln

(
1

1− φc

))
(3.5)

where I0 is the plasma intensity at the surface and φc is a critical value for the

conversion required for film formation.

The model yields two main results:

i) First, we can see that once the oxide layer has formed, its thickness should

increase with time with a logarithmic trend. If we go back to the wrinkling ex-

periments assessing the plasma exposure time effect on the pattern wavelength, a

logarithmic dependence was found. By recalling the relation between the wave-

length and film thickness, we can conclude that also h depends logarithmically on

the exposure time, giving us a first proof of the adequacy of the model chosen.

Furthermore, we found that the plasma dose (D ≡ p × t) captures the combined

effects of the changing plasma power p and exposure time t, collapsing all the

experimental results for λ thus h at different P and t. We can therefore rewrite

equation 3.5 as

h =
ln (D)

µ
− 1

µ
ln

(
1

KI0

ln

(
1

1− φc

))
(3.6)

From this equation, we sought to obtain quantitative relationships for the model

parameters µ and KI0 as a function of plasma processing conditions (e.g. pressure

and oxygen content). To quantify the effect of pressure, we inferred the oxide

layer thickness from the wrinkling data plotted in Figure 3.9 (acquired using air

as the ionising gas in both plasmas), using the modified bilayer model of equation

3.1. We thus fitted h vs. D using equation 3.6, at the different values of the

pressure. The only two fitting parameters were µ and KI0, which are plotted in
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Figure 3.13: Pressure (a) and O2 gas content (b) dependence of model pa-
rameters µ and KI0, for all air plasma exposure doses and different frequencies.
The parameters were computed from equation (3.5), inferring h from the λ data

in Figure 3.9, 3.12 and taking φc = 0.06.

Figure 3.13a as a function of the pressure. The φc was kept constant at 0.06 [93],

but the fitting could also have been performed without assuming a value for φc

and incorporating the parameter in KI0. Evidently µ remains unchanged with P

at each plasma frequency, whilst KI0 decreases linearly with P , as expected since

high pressures slow down the oxidation reaction.

Similarly for the effect of oxygen content we fitted the oxide layer thickness, in-

ferred from wrinkling data of Figure 3.12 (acquired at constant pressure P = 0.93

mbar), and obtained µ and KI0 for different values of the oxygen gas content. In-

terestingly, as shown in Figure 3.13b, the model parameter µ appears insensitive

to gas composition, while KI0 increases linearly with the O2 content yO2 , as a

higher number of active species results in faster kinetics. Combining the findings

above we can conclude that only plasma frequency, kHz or MHz, affects µ whilst

the variation of KI0 with both pressure P and yO2 is linear within the range inves-

tigated and measurement uncertainty. The model parameters are summarised in
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Table 3.1: Prediction of the thickness of the glassy layer h as a function of
plasma doseD using the frontal model. The dependence of the model parameters
on pressure and oxygen content is reported for two different plasma frequencies.

h = ln(D)
µ
− 1

µ
ln( 1

KI0
ln( 1

1−φc ))

f µ [nm −1] KI0 [kJ−1]
13.6 MHz 0.065 ± 0.002 0.0072yO2-0.0061P+0.01053
40 kHz 0.136±0.006 0.0072yO2-0.0061P+0.0147

Table 3.2: Prediction of the wrinkling wavelength as a function of plasma dose
D. The parameters in the logarithmic expression vary with pressure and gas

oxygen content as reported.

λ = ln(D)
a

+ b
f a [µm −1] b [µm]

13.6 MHz 0.51 ± 0.002 1.68yO2-2.01P -2.81
40 kHz 1.07±0.4 1.04yO2-1.255P -2.42

Tables 3.1-3.2 and provide a useful tool to design a wrinkled sinusoidal topography

with prescribed characteristic dimensions, by plasma oxidation of PDMS.

ii) Apart from an expression of h(t), one can also extract the spatiotemporal

variation of the conversion φ. Using the Matlab model implemented by Matthew

G. Hennessy [163], we plot in Figure 3.14 φ(z) at different times. The plot reveals

the existence of three regimes, namely induction, formation, and propagation. The

induction regime is characterised by φ < φc, which corresponds to low plasma

doses that cannot overcome the energy barrier for the conversion of PDMS and

the formation of the glassy film.

At greater values of φ, between φc and φs we lie in the formation regime, where

the thickness of the glassy film slowly increases with time, as the film simultane-

ously densifies. Indeed at these conditions, corresponding to low exposure times

or plasma doses, it has been previously found [92, 93] that both the skin modulus

and thickness increase during O2 plasma exposure. This stage is particularly im-

portant as the modulus mismatch between the skin and the substrate continuously

increases, which in turn sets the critical strain εc required for wrinkling to take

place, which decreases following equation 1.8 [47, 50]. This inevitably sets a mini-

mum λ achievable at constant εprestrain. As φ becomes greater than the saturation

value φs (assumed to be equal to 1), meaning that the layer is fully-oxidised, we
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Figure 3.14: PDMS to glassy-layer conversion φ as a function of depth, z, for
different times. φc and φs indicate the transition between the induction (φ <
φc), formation (φc < φ < φs , red curves) and propagation regimes (φ=φs).

enter the propagation regime corresponding to a steeper increase in the film thick-

ness with time. The film largely propagates with a constant modulus and a sharp

interfacial profile into the unconverted PDMS bulk layer. The plots of Figure 3.14

can be directly compared to measurements of real interfaces. Indeed, as discussed

later in the thesis, the thickness of the glassy film varies between ≈ 2 and 20 nm

at the plasma process conditions employed. Therefore by taking z = h/hmax the

plots effectively describe the observed surface conversion of PDMS upon plasma

oxidation.

So far all the results presented were acquired using relatively high plasma doses

D > Ds, where Ds is the dose required to achieve φ = φs, marking the transition

between the formation and propagation regimes. In order to examine whether the

predictions of the model picture apply to air plasma oxidation, we investigated very

low air plasma doses, D < Ds, for two values of the gas pressure (Figure 3.15).

Prestretched (εprestrain ≈ 20%) PDMS samples exposed to MHz air plasma for

doses lower than Dc did not show any pattern formation upon strain release. We
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Figure 3.15: Wavelengths (λ) of wrinkled PDMS samples prestrained by
εprestrain ≈ 20% and treated with MHz plasma, as a function of dose (D) for
two values of air pressure P = 1.2 mbar and P = 0.93 mbar. The transition
from film formation to propagation stages, defined by the saturation time/dose
when the glassy skin reaches full conversion at the surface, is visible by a kink

in the logarithmic propagation kinetics.

thought this could be due to the low modulus of the film during the initial stages

of exposure, resulting in a high critical strain required for wrinkling. Experiments

at D < Dc were performed using εprestrain up to 60%, and still no wrinkling

could be observed. We therefore hypothesise that, within this range, the film is

yet to be formed, in line with the prediction of an induction regime. As D ≥

Dc, wrinkles arise with an increasing wavelength as a function of plasma dose,

decreasing with pressure at constant dose. The observed discontinuity in the

logarithmic dependence of λ(D) within this range marks the transition between

the film formation and propagation, predicted by the model. The dose at which

the ‘kink’ is observed is defined as the saturation dose Ds and corresponds to

the extent of treatment required to reach the maximum conversion of the oxide

layer. We can therefore conclude that, when varying the plasma dose within a

wide range, wrinkling experiments on the resulting bilayers confirm the existence
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of three regimes, reinforcing the adequacy of the frontal model in describing PDMS

oxidation via air plasma.

3.3.1 Sub-140 nm patterning via wrinkling

Figure 3.16: Illustrative AFM topography images (both 2-D and 3-D) of a 100
nm wavelength pattern achieved on PDMS by MHz air plasma oxidation with

εprestrain ≈ 20 %, at P = 1.2 mbar, p = 7.16 W and t = 90 s.

The last experiments on wrinkling of plasma oxidised PDMS [93], prior to this

work, showed that patterns with λmin ≈ 140 nm could be obtained, but with

εprestrain ≈ 200%, which brings the PDMS close to failure and compromises the

reproducibility of the approach. The limit corresponded to PDMS oxidised with
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a O2 kHz plasma at P = 0.6 mbar and D = Dc. The control experiments we

carried out established that, in order to reduce the pattern dimensions achievable

via wrinkling of PDMS/PDMS oxidised bilayers one in turn has to lower the

oxygen content in the gas whilst increasing its pressure, and lower the plasma

dose. At these low doses, Figure 3.8 suggests that the MHz chamber is more

effective at producing thinner/softer skins (thus smaller patterns), compared to

the kHz plasma. As a result, the minimum λ is achieved when oxidising PDMS

with air MHz plasma at P = 1.2 mbar and D = Dc (corresponding to D = 0.64

kJ). We found that at these conditions we could achieve λmin ≈ 100 nm, employing

a prestrain as small as 20% (Figure 3.17).

These findings suggest an attractive and facile route for sub-100 nm PDMS wrin-

kling with plasma exposure by further optimisation of plasma exposure and strain

parameters.



Chapter 4

Towards sub-100 nm patterning via

wrinkling of oxidised

polydimethylsiloxane

So far we have demonstrated that wrinkling of plasma oxidised PDMS is an ef-

fective method to access patterns with λ as low as 100 nm [152]. We now seek

to elucidate what sets this limit. The simple bilayer equations suggest that λ can

be reduced by lowering film thickness or elastic modulus, or increasing the sub-

strate elastic modulus. The relations valid in the high deformation regime give

us another parameter, namely the strain εprestrain, that we can tune to reduce the

pattern wavelength. We firstly focused on h: we therefore carried out X-ray and

neutron reflectivity experiments to elucidate the mechanism of glassy skin forma-

tion via plasma exposure. These experiments confirmed that a finite plasma dose

is required for the film to form, and that dose corresponds to a minimum thick-

ness and stiffness, due to the coupling of skin formation and front propagation.

Having established this intrinsic limitation we then focused on the remaining two

parameters. We evaluated the effect of increasing the strain, whose maximum is

however set by material failure, as well as increasing the stiffness of PDMS by

changing the elastomer:crosslinker ratio or the curing conditions. Implementing

these measures only allowed for a small reduction of the minimum wavelength.

74
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Inspired by this reduction we sought alternative ways to further stiffen substrates

thus obtaining smaller pattern dimensions. We found that oxidising PDMS via

ultra-violet ozonolysis prior to air plasma exposure resulted in the scope, allowing

to reduce the surface topography down to λmin ≈ 45 nm. The results reported in

this Chapter demonstrate the effectiveness of wrinkling for nano-scale patterning,

with potential applications from optics and photonics from the visible to deep UV

range, and have resulted in a publication [164].

4.1 An insight in the film formation and propaga-

tion: X-ray and neutron reflectivity studies

Our previous experiments on mechanical wrinkling of bilayers obtained via plasma

oxidation of PDMS showed that, by employing a MHz chamber operated with air

at relatively high pressure, patterns with λmin ≈ 100 nm could be observed upon

strain release [152]. These minimum pattern dimensions correspond to a minimum

plasma dose (Dc) or time (tc) (assuming p = 7.16 W, corresponding to the lowest

settable power). We thus could not see any pattern formation for t < tc within a

range of εprestrain between 20 to 60% and this could be attributable to two phe-

nomena: either (i) the glassy film was yet to be formed, or (ii) its conversion, thus

elastic modulus, was still insufficient and the moduli contrast with the substrate

resulted in a high critical strain required for wrinkling (leading to εprestrain < εc).

If the first case (i) holds, this means that we cannot decrease h or Ēf to lower

λmin. In an attempt to elucidate on the mechanism of glassy film formation on

PDMS induced by plasma exposure, we carried out X-ray and neutron reflectivity

experiments. As detailed in Chapter 2, these techniques allow for the determina-

tion of the density profile along the depth from the surface, thus providing with

the information needed [85, 93, 143]. Samples in their relaxed state (prepared

following the procedure detailed in Chapter 2) were oxidised with air MHz plasma

at P = 1 mbar, and exposure times ranging from 30 s to 1200 s, and characterised

with X-ray reflectivity first. The acquired reflectivity profiles are shown in Figure
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Figure 4.1: a) XRR of plasma-oxidised PDMS (MHz, air, P = 1 mbar, p =
7.16 W) for different time intervals, up to 20 min (scatter points). The black
lines are the curve fittings obtained with Motofit and RasCal. Data are shifted
vertically for clarity. b) SLD profiles derived from fitting reflectivity curves, for
samples oxidised up to 90 s. Within the initial stages of plasma exposure the
film slowly forms until it reaches a final value of the thickness and conversion
at t = tc = 90 s. c) SLD profiles derived from the XRR data fits, for exposure
times from 90 s up to 1200 s. In b) and c) the colours of the different curves

correspond to the exposure times, as defined in a).
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4.1a and shifted vertically for clarity. A first inspection of the curves suggests that

as the exposure time increases, ‘Kiessig’ [146] fringes appear, marking the forma-

tion of a layer with sufficient electron density contrast with PDMS; moreover the

periodicity of these oscillations decreases as time increases, suggesting that the

thickness of this glassy layer increases. All data acquired were then fitted using

Motofit [148] and RasCal [149]. The fittings were performed with the assumption

of a single oxide layer sandwiched between air (SLD=0) and a PDMS substrate

(SLDPDMS,X−ray = 9.61 × 10 −4 nm−2, h>> 1µm), with roughness at both in-

terfaces. A value for the resolution dQ/Q = 0.1 was taken. The corresponding

density profiles obtained from the analysis are plotted in Figures 4.1b-c. Specifi-

cally, Figure 4.1b shows the SLD as a function of the depth from the surface, for

exposure times ranging between 0 s (neat PDMS) to 90 s. Within this range one

can notice that the film starts forming: its thickness eventually reaches a finite

value whilst the density approaches a first plateau. From t = 90 s onwards, the

evolution of the SLD profiles is plotted in Figure 4.1c. The profiles suggest that

during the first stages, both the thickness and density of the oxide layer increase:

eventually, the SLD saturates and time only affects film thickness.

Having now a full picture of the mechanism of glassy film formation we can make

several considerations. First of all, the X-ray reflectivity experiments further con-

firm the existence of the three regimes predicted by the frontal model [11, 160, 161]

and corroborated by wrinkling data [152]. Indeed at selected process conditions

(MHz, air, p = 7.16 W, P = 1 mbar) a minimum exposure time of 90 s is required to

obtain a glassy layer with finite thickness and sufficient conversion φc (induction).

Once the film is formed, it starts growing in thickness whilst simultaneously den-

sifying (formation), until the maximum PDMS to SiOx conversion (φs) is reached

and only an increase in h is observed (propagation). What is interesting is that the

time required for the film to be formed coincides with the exposure yielding the

smallest λ in mechanical wrinkling experiments, i.e. tc. This corroborates inter-

pretation (i): unless a finite thickness (h ' 3 nm) and sufficient PDMS conversion

are reached, the wrinkling instability cannot be triggered therefore alternatives to

lowering h or Ēf have to be sought to push the λmin down to sub-100 nm.
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Figure 4.2: NR profiles of plasma oxidised (MHz, air, p = 7.16 W, P = 1
mbar) PDMS samples for exposure times t = 240 s and t = 2400 s. The black
lines indicate the curves’ fittings. The corresponding SLD profiles are shown in

the inset.

The XRR measurements were further complemented by neutron reflectivity exper-

iments on the same laminate profiles, whose contrast now arises from the neutron

SLD, as shown in Figure 4.2. Data were fitted with the same model, but now with

SLDPDMS,neutron = 6× 10 −6 nm−2. A value for the resolution dQ/Q = 0.05 was

taken. The oxide layer thicknesses inferred from the fittings of both XRR and NR

data were plotted as a function of plasma exposure time and compared with the

values computed from the wrinkling experiments. These were obtained recalling

the dependence between λ and h according to which

λ20% =
λ0%

1.21
=

2πh

1.21

(
Ēf
3Ēs

)1/3

(4.1)

where the correction factor 1.21 is added to the classic bilayer equation to take

into account the effect of εprestrain = 20% on the wrinkling wavelength [156] . A

value of Ēs = 2.13 MPa was taken for the elastic modulus of PDMS and values

of Ēf from ≈ 3 to ≈ 23 GPa, depending on the regime. The three independent
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measurements are in good agreement and establish the kinetics of the glassy skin

formation (Figure 4.3). As predicted by the front propagation model [11], a double

logarithmic kinetics is found, where h = a ln(t) + b (a = 2.3988, b = -47.76532 in

the ‘formation regime’; a =15.247, b = -97.081 in the ‘propagation regime’).

Figure 4.3: Oxide layer thickness as a function of plasma exposure time (MHz,
air, P = 1 mbar, p = 7.16 W) obtained from XRR, NR and wrinkling data
(εprestrain ≈ 20%), according to equation 4.1. The inset shows the data in a

lin-log scale.

4.2 PDMS modification and strain tuning : effect

on wrinkling morphology

Having shown that h and Ēf cannot be lowered further by reducing the plasma

exposure time (or dose), we considered next increasing strain or Ēs as a strat-

egy to reduce λmin. We started with a reference sample, obtained by oxidising

prestretched (εprestrain ≈ 20%) PDMS with exposure time t = 2400 s (MHz, air,
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Figure 4.4: a) AFM scan of a wrinkling pattern obtained by uniaxial strain re-
laxation with εprestrain ≈ 20% of surface oxidised PDMS, using reference param-
eters: base:elastomer ratio 10:1, curing Tcrosslinking = 75 ◦C, MHz air plasma,
t = 2400 s, P = 1 mbar, and p = 10.16 W. b) Effect of varying εprestrain, c)
base:crosslinker ratio and d) curing temperature on surface λ, with respect to
reference parameters. Line in b) is a fit to the bilayer model in high deformation
[156] with fitting parameter λ0% = 2.2 ± 0.1, whilst lines in c) and d) are guides

to the eye.

P = 1 mbar, p = 10.16 W). Figure 4.4a shows an AFM image of the sample’s

morphology observed upon strain release.

We first evaluated the reduction in wavelength that can be achieved by tuning the

strain applied to the PDMS/glassy film bilayers. As seen in previous experiments,

increasing the prestrain leads to a decrease in pattern wavelength, according to the

predictions of the bilayer model in the high deformation regime [156]. Figure 4.4b

shows the effect of increasing εprestrain on λ, for the reference sample. An upper

limit for the prestrain applied of approximately 65% was set: higher values can

result in wrinkling modes other than sinusoidal and eventually material failure. As

seen from the measurements, the λ reduction with respect to reference εprestrain =

20% strain is limited to less than 15% decrease. In other terms, when we applied

the maximum strain, impractical and resulting in significant surface cracking, we

could only achieve a negligible reduction in pattern wavelength. We therefore

concluded that increasing the prestrain is not an effective strategy for the purpose
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of reducing λmin and we opted to fix εprestrain = 20% in the experiments.

We then moved to devise strategies aiming to increase Ēs. Stiffening the PDMS

substrate can be trivially achieved by decreasing the base:crosslinker ratio, by

varying curing temperature (or time) or by addition of fillers. The impact of

changing these variables on the PDMS modulus increase has been studied in some

detail [109, 129, 130] as well as the resulting effect on the wrinkles’ dimensions

[165]. In assessing how PDMS modification impacts the wrinkling morphology

we will refer as conventional PDMS to indicate the curing conditions normally

utilised in the experiments carried out to date (base:crosslinker = 10:1, Tcrosslinking

= 75 ◦ C, tcrosslinking = 1 hour). We then evaluated how the patterns changed

when varying the base:crosslinker ratio of PDMS. PDMS slabs were thus prepared

using the conventional approach (described in Chapter 2), where only the ratio

between the amount of base and crosslinker was varied. We expect that higher

quantities of crosslinker, thus lower ratios, lead to stiffer substrates. The slabs were

then prestretched and oxidised at the same conditions as the reference sample.

The wavelength of the surface patterns was then plotted as a function of the

base:crosslinker ratio (Figure 4.4c). We found that λ decreases when increasing the

amount of crosslinker relative to the elastomer, as expected as the elastic modulus

of the substrate increases. However the reduction is limited since doubling the

crosslinker content only reduces λ by ≈ 15%.

Therefore, the PDMS modification induced by varying the temperature employed

for curing was assessed. Substrates were prepared using again the conventional

procedure, but this time changing the curing temperature between 50 ◦C and

120 ◦C. Prestretched slabs were oxidised using the same process conditions as the

reference sample and the wavelength of the arising wrinkles was measured (Figure

4.4d). An increase in the curing temperature led to a decrease in λ, as the PDMS

becomes stiffer when cured at high temperatures. The maximum reduction in the

pattern wavelength amounted to 30%.

The results confirm that PDMS modification is an effective strategy in lowering
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Figure 4.5: a) AFM images of wrinkling patterns obtained on PDMS slabs
cured at different conditions (Conventional: Tcrosslinking= 75◦ C, base:crosslinker
= 10:1, Stiff: Tcrosslinking = 120 ◦ C, base:crosslinker = 5:1), prestretched by
20% and oxidised within a MHz plasma chamber for t = 180, 1200 s (P = 1.2

mbar, p = 7.16 W) and b) corresponding wavelength of the patterns.

pattern wavelength. Specifically, we found that ‘optimal’ substrates should be pre-

pared with elastomer:crosslinker = 5:1 and Tcrosslinking = 120 ◦ C. However, it has

to be noticed that the results presented referred to a reference sample treated with

a relatively high plasma dose, and characterised by a wavelength λ in the micron

range. Considering our aim of lowering the minimum wavelength achievable via

wrinkling of plasma oxidised PDMS, we had to assess whether the same consider-

ations apply at very low plasma doses. With this in mind, PDMS coupons were

prepared using the optimal conditions identified before and oxidised at t = 180 s

and t = 1200 s (MHz, air, P = 1 mbar, p = 7.16 W). Mechanical wrinkling was

induced on the resulting bilayers. As seen from Figure 4.5, the observed decrease

in wrinkle wavelength is a function of plasma exposure time (dose), going from

approximately 32% at high doses to 19% at low doses. We therefore conclude

that these incremental methods are not effective enough to access sub-100 nm

patterning by plasma oxidation and mechanical-induced wrinkling of PDMS.
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4.3 Substrate stiffening via ultra violet ozonolysis

exposure

Figure 4.6: a) Sinusoidal wrinkle wavelengths for PDMS samples prestretched
by ε prestrain ≈ 20% and oxidised by means of MHz plasma, as a function of
exposure time. The lines correspond to logarithmic fittings. The values tc and
ts correspond to 90 and 900 s, respectively. Induction power and air pressure
were kept constant respectively at p = 7.16 W and P = 1 mbar. b) Wavelength
of wrinkles obtained by applying mechanical strain εprestrain ≈ 20% to bilayers
resulting from UVO treatment of PDMS, as a function of exposure time. The
line represents a logarithmic fitting. The value tc corresponds to 90 min. Optical
microscopy images of representative wrinkled samples are shown in the insets
of both panels. The schematics below the panels show the impact of the two
oxidative processes on bulk PDMS. Plasma oxidation results in the formation of
a thinner, stiffer oxide layer compared to UVO, which leads to gradient layers
[85]. The differences in layer elastic moduli and thicknesses justify the different

pattern dimensions attainable with the two processes.

The results presented so far are somewhat discouraging: after eliminating the

possibility of tuning the prestrain, the experiments demonstrated that increasing

Ēs (by tuning base:crosslinker ratio or curing temperature) is not effective for

patterning in the deep UV range. Nevertheless, only the PDMS curing process

was devised to obtain stiffer substrates, and this method yielded at best Ēs,max ≈
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7 MPa at ‘optimal’ curing conditions. We therefore sought alternative strategies

to achieve an increase of at least one order of magnitude compared to the plane

strain modulus of PDMS (Ēs ≈ 2.13 MPa).

We note that the oxidative processes themselves produce ‘glassy’ layers, with sig-

nificant moduli contrast with the bulk elastomeric substrate. So far, we have only

focused on plasma oxidation. As stated in Chapter 1, however, ultra violet ozonol-

ysis (UVO) can also be employed. When oxidising prestretched (εprestrain ≈ 20%)

PDMS via this method, much larger pattern dimensions compared to air plasma

oxidation were observed [94–98]. Our results, as shown in Figure 4.6, agree with

the expectations.

Figure 4.7: a) XRR measurements of PDMS specimens treated by UVO ox-
idation for up to 90 min exposure, along with a schematic of a PDMS sample
oxidised via UVO, yielding a thick surface glassy skin with thickness hUV O. The
reflection profiles are normalised and shifted vertically for clarity. The black
lines are the corresponding fits. b) XRR SLD profiles obtained from data fits in

(a).

Plasma exposure yields bilayer wrinkling with λ ranging between ≈ 100 nm and ≈

5 µm, compared to a much greater ≈ 20 to 100 µm for UVO (as inferred from the

morphological characterisation, given the dependence between λ and h). Despite

the scale difference, the front kinetics remain qualitatively similar, with λ ∝ ln(t)

and a ‘critical time’ tc required for plasma or UVO exposure, at constant εprestrain,
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below which the surface instability is not triggered. Recalling the dependence

between λ and h the wrinkling experiments suggested that UVO exposure yields

hUV O » hplasma and/or EUV O « Eplasma. Again X-ray reflectivity came in handy

to resolve the PDMS densification upon UV-ozonolysis. Figure 4.7a plots the re-

flectivity curves acquired at different exposure times, ranging between 0 min (neat

PDMS) to 90 min. As opposed to plasma exposure, the reflectivity profiles in

this case did not show any Kiessig fringes, even at prolonged exposure. This is

attributed to the fact that the thickness of the oxide layer resulting from UVO

oxidation is above the spatial window of the technique (capable of determining

thicknesses up to ≈ 1 µm, depending on interfacial width). Indeed when attempt-

ing to fit the data, we found that the assumption of a single layer model yielded the

best results. We could therefore determine the roughness of the oxide layer at the

interface with air, as well as the SLD profile in proximity to the surface (a value for

the resolution dQ/Q = 0.1 was taken). As seen from Figure 4.7b, a densification

of the oxide layer occurs upon exposure, which is however less pronounced com-

pared to plasma oxidation. These results are in agreement with previous studies

of PDMS vitrification via UVO oxidation [85, 97, 166].

Now we have to come back to the initial aim, which was to obtain stiffer substrates

for bilayer wrinkling via air plasma oxidation, in order to access sub-100 nm pat-

terns. These are of significant importance for the development of nanotechnologies

that can precisely manipulate individual molecules [167]. So far we demonstrated,

through the combination of wrinkling and reflectivity measurements, that UVO

exposure results in the formation of thick (∼ µm ) layers, with lower mechanical

properties compared to air plasma. We next evaluate whether the UVO oxide

layer could act as a substrate for wrinkling of the plasma induced glassy layer. In

principle, this should be possible, as the relative thickness and elastic moduli of

the two layers satisfy the requirements to induce the wrinkling instability. A dou-

ble oxidation approach could potentially result in the facile fabrication of laminate

structures with optimal moduli contrast.
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4.4 Double frontal UVO and air plasma oxidation

approach

Figure 4.8: Formation of wrinkles on air plasma oxidised/UVO oxidised PDMS
bilayers. A neat PDMS specimen is pre-strained uniaxially by εprestrain, then
exposed to UVO for tUV O, leading to the formation of a layer with plane elastic
modulus Ēf1, followed by air plasma exposure for tplasma (MHz, p = 7.16 W,
P = 1 mbar) resulting in the formation of a second layer with plane modulus
Ēf2. Henceforth the strain is removed and sinusoidal wrinkling patterns with

sub-100 nm λ are observed.

Based on the findings above, a double oxidation approach was implemented and

evaluated, where prestretched PDMS is oxidised via UVO prior to air plasma

treatment. We expect this double oxidation to yield two distinct layers, on top

of the bulk PDMS. Therefore, two wrinkling mechanisms could be induced upon

compression: one between the UVO oxide layer and the bulk PDMS and the second

involving the plasma-oxidised film and the UVO oxide layer. The coupling of the

two may eventually result in multiple frequency, hierarchical patterns. In order to

obtain single frequency, sub-100 nm, sinusoidal wrinkles, the wrinkling mechanism

between the UVO oxide layer and PDMS had to be suppressed

What we know from structural mechanics is that pattern formation on bilayers

is conditional to the applied strain exceeding a critical strain εc, related to the

moduli contrast between the substrate and the film [47, 50]. In the case of double

oxidation, we could define two critical strains as follows:

• εc,1 given by

εc,1 =
1

4

(
3Ēs
ĒUV O

)2/3

(4.2)
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referred to the wrinkling between the PDMS (substrate) and the UVO oxide

layer (film);

• εc,2 given by

εc,2 =
1

4

(
3ĒUV O
Ēplasma

)2/3

(4.3)

determining the pattern formation due to wrinkling between the UVO oxide

layer (substrate) and the plasma glassy layer (film).

Based on the definitions above, we conclude that the UVO oxide layer could be

prevented from wrinkling by tuning the strain applied to the ‘trilayer’ such as εc,2 <

εprestrain < εc,1. The wrinkling experiments on UVO oxidised PDMS presented in

the previous sections established that, when employing a εprestrain ≈ 20%, no

wrinkling could be observed at exposure times lower than 90 minutes. Therefore,

by choosing a treatment time of tUV O = 60 min and εprestrain ≈ 20% we could not

observe wrinkling of the UVO oxide layer, whilst still having a film with a finite

thickness and conversion, as demonstrated by X-ray reflectivity measurements.

PDMS slabs were then prestretched by εprestrain ≈ 20%, oxidised via UVO for

tUV O < 90 min, then treated with air plasma (MHz, p = 7.16 W, P = 1mbar) for

variable times tplasma. Upon strain removal only wrinkling of the top layer was

observed, with sub-100 nm wavelength (Figure 4.8). X-ray reflectivity experiments

on relaxed samples treated with the same procedure were also performed to verify

the existence of two separate layers. The reflectivity curve of Figure 4.9a was ac-

quired by oxidising PDMS with UVO for tUV O = 60 minutes followed by air plasma

for tplasma = 30 min. Fitting was performed (with a resolution dQ/Q = 0.1) by

assuming a single layer (plasma oxide film) sandwiched between air and the UVO

oxide layer, acting as the bulk substrate. The data were successfully described by

the model, and confirmed the assumption of the formation of two distinct layers

with mismatched SLDs, thus mechanical properties, upon subsequent oxidation

treatments (Figure 4.9b).
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Figure 4.9: a) XRR measurements on PDMS specimens treated with subse-
quent UVO (tUV O = 3600 s) and air plasma oxidation (tplasma = 1800 s, P =
1 mbar, p = 7.16 W) according to the process in Figure 4.8. Normalised scat-
tered intensity is plotted as a function of Q. Both experimental data (scatter)
and the corresponding fittings using RasCal are presented. b) XRR scattering
length density profile obtained from the reflectivity curves fittings. Two distinct
layers could be identified, of thicknesses hUV O and hplasma, resulting from the

subsequent oxidative processes.

Extensive wrinkling experiments were carried out following the procedure of Fig-

ure 4.8, at constant tUV O = 30 and 60 min and variable tplasma. The resulting

surface morphology was characterised by means of AFM. Figure 4.10a shows the

wavelength as a function of plasma exposure time for the two tUV O, as well as the

data previously acquired in case of simple plasma oxidation (tUV O = 0). We find

that the UVO pre-treatment does not impact the plasma oxidation mechanism,

which can still be described with a frontal model, as indicated by the logarithmic
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Figure 4.10: a) Wavelength of the wrinkles obtained using the procedure de-
tailed in Figure 4.8, as a function of air plasma (p = 7.16 W, P = 1 mbar)
treatment time, for species prestrained by εprestrain and pre-treated via UVO
exposure for 0, 30 and 60 minutes. The lines correspond to logarithmic fittings
according to equation λ = a ln(t) + b. b) AFM tapping mode topographies of
wrinkling patterns obtained by subsequent UVO (tUV O = 60 min) and air plasma
(P = 1 mbar, p = 7.16 W) exposure of a PDMS specimen, upon relaxation of

uniaxial strain εprestrain ≈ 20%.

trend observed for the wavelength. However, by comparing the results at different

UVO treatment times, one can clearly notice that an increase in tUV O results in

a decrease of λ. This was expected, considering that the UVO oxide layer acts as

the substrate for wrinkling of the plasma glassy film and it stiffens upon exposure
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time, as indicated by the XRR experiments presented in the previous sections.

The extent of UVO pretreatment also impacts the critical time required for wrin-

kling, which shifts from 90 s, in case of sole plasma exposure, to 60 s (for tUV O =

30 min), eventually reaching 30 s when tUV O = 60 min. This result is expected as

the UVO treatment leads to a partial conversion of the PDMS surface: therefore

a lower energy barrier has to be overcome in order to form the oxide layer via

plasma oxidation. This leads to a decrease in the critical time tc. Therefore the

UVO pretreatment not only increased the substrate’s elastic modulus, but also

allowed for film formation via plasma oxidation to be reached at shorter times,

leading to smaller hmin and Ēf,min compared to the case when tUV O = 0. The

coupling of these effects yielded a significant reduction in the minimum pattern

wavelenght attainable with PDMS oxidation. A λmin = 45 nm was thus readily

obtained with tUV O = 60 min and tplasma = 30 s, at modest εprestrain=20% and

without PDMS modifications. Representative AFM images of wrinkled surfaces

produced by tUV O = 60 min and various tplasma are shown in Figure 4.10b.

Based on the results presented above, we can make three main considerations:

• The minimum wavelength reported was observed by employing a value of

εprestrain ≈ 20%. We have previously reported on the reduction of the wave-

length that can be induced by an increase in the prestrain utilised. Therefore

one could argue that even lower values of λ can be accessed just by stretch-

ing the laminate structures to higher extents. However, increasing εprestrain

resulted in triggering the wrinkling mechanism between the UVO oxide layer

and the PDMS, and is therefore not applicable.

• We found that λmin = 45 nm can be achieved by double oxidation of ‘conven-

tional’ PDMS. However, in the previous sections we discussed how modifying

PDMS curing conditions can lead to a reduction in the pattern wavelength.

Therefore, can we further lower λmin by optimally-curing the PDMS sub-

strates? Unfortunately, this was not possible due to the nature of the pro-

cess. Modifying PDMS curing conditions would simply impact the wrinkling
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instability occurring between the bulk PDMS and UVO layer, deliberately

suppressed with the prestrain chosen.

• Finally, we have seen how both the substrate elastic modulus increases and

the critical time required for wrinkling decreases when prolonging the UVO

pretreatment of PDMS. However, the highest value of tUV O employed was

60 min. Is it possible to increase tUV O further thereby lowering λmin? Disap-

pointingly, the answer is ‘no’. If indeed we look at the wrinkling experiments

on UVO oxidised PDMS bilayers, we can see that pattern formation readily

occurs at εprestrain ≈ 20% when tUV O approaches 90 minutes.

Thus patterns with a minimum λ of 45 nm can be achieved via wrinkling of PDMS

oxidised with subsequent UVO and air plasma exposure. The double oxidation

method yields a reduction of 55% in pattern wavelength, well above the other

solutions presented. We have therefore demonstrated that wrinkling is effective at

patterning in the nano-scale, down to the deep UV-range.



Chapter 5

Wrinkling at the micron-scale: UVO

oxidation of PDMS for single and

double frequency patterns

As discussed in Chapter 1, the purpose of this work was to find a scalable method

for soft matter patterning from the nano- to the macro-scale. So far, the focus has

been on the nanoscale. We demonstrated that, by wrinkling of bilayers obtained

via air plasma oxidation of PDMS, sinusoidal patterns with a minimum wavelength

of 100 nm can be observed [152]. We then further lowered this limit to 45 nm, by

employing a two-step process to oxidise PDMS, involving ultra-violet ozonolysis

(UVO) followed by air plasma [164]. In assessing the double oxidation approach,

we carried out a set of wrinkling experiments on laminate structures resulting

from UVO oxidation of PDMS: the results showed that the induced wrinkles are

characterised by wavelengths ranging between tens to hundreds of microns. In

order to establish wrinkling of bilayers as a valid patterning method at the ‘macro’

scale, we start by systematically studying the vitrification of PDMS induced by

UVO and its impact on surface wrinkling. We find that the process is effective at

impressing single frequency, sinusoidal patterns within the µm range. Further, we

demonstrate that, at selected conditions, double-frequency, hierarchical features

arise. This Chapter summarises these findings, reported in [168].

92
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the glassy skin formation for PDMS oxidised via
UVO, and consequences on mechanical wrinkling. PDMS coupons are subject to
short and prolonged UVO exposure. Low treatment times result in the formation
of a single layer (light blue, thickness h1) on top of the compliant substrate. By
applying uniaxial strain to the bilayer, sinusoidal wrinkles with wavelength λ1

arise. Prolonged UVO exposure contributes to a further conversion of the top
surface, leading to the formation of a second layer (dark blue, thickness h2); a
second generation of sinusoidal wrinkles emerges (with wavelength λ2), following

the application of an uniaxial strain.

5.1 Frontal oxidation of PDMS using ultraviolet

ozonolysis and consequences on surface wrin-

kling

We start by focusing on wrinkling of bi-(multi-)layers obtained via UVO oxidation

of PDMS. Specifically, PDMS slabs were stretched uniaxially by εprestrain, placed

in the UVO chamber (at a distance dlamp = 1 cm from the lamp) and treated for

short (t ≈ 60 min) and long (t ≈ 120 min) times. Upon strain release, two differ-

ent morphologies were observed, depicted in Figure 5.1. At low treatment times

single frequency sinusoidal patterns with wavelength λ1 arose; when increasing the

UVO exposure, a second generation of sinusoidal features with λ2 emerged. This
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Figure 5.2: a) X-ray reflectivity of UVO-oxidised PDMS (dlamp ≈ 1 cm) for
time intervals up to 180 min, and corresponding fittings (black lines). For clarity
purposes, curves have been shifted vertically. b) SLD profiles obtained from fits

in (a).

behaviour can be justified if we consider that, during the first stages, the oxida-

tion treatment leads to the formation of a thick (h1) layer on top of the compliant

substrate (indicated with light blue in Figure 5.1); as the treatment proceeds, the

surface of this thick layer further oxidises leading to a stiffer top film (thickness

h2, dark blue in Figure 5.1).

To corroborate this hypothesis X-ray reflectivity experiments were carried out on

relaxed samples, oxidised for various times (from 0 to 180 min). The reflectivity

profiles acquired are shown in Figure 5.2a. Data relative to samples exposed for

times up to 60 min could only be modelled using a single layer at a air interface

(SLD=0), as at these conditions the thickness of the glassy skin is above the

resolution of the technique. By comparing the resulting scattering length density

profiles at 0 and 60 min (Figure 5.2b), we can notice that the thick oxide layer has

a relatively low conversion. Reflectivity curves for samples subject to prolonged

UVO exposure (t ≥ 120 min) could be fitted using a model comprising a film

sandwiched between air and the thick oxide layer resulting from the first stages

of the oxidation. A value of the resolution dQ/Q = 0.1 was taken for all the

fittings. The SLD profiles show a further, top layer, with thickness h2 of a few nm.
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XRR coupled with wrinkling experiments demonstrated that oxidation of PDMS

via UVO proceeds via the propagation of two fronts, the second arising when

exceeding a critical exposure time (at constant distance dlamp from the lamp),

thus concentration of radical species.

5.1.1 Effect of UVO duration and sample position

Having identified the range of exposure times where two layers are present, we

carried out a series of control experiments driven by the wish of being able to

control and predict the hierarchical morphologies. We first elucidated the effect

of exposure time on the two generations of wrinkles. PDMS slabs were stretched

by εprestrain ≈ 20% and UVO-treated for 120, 180, 240 and 300 min at constant

distance dlamp ≈ 1 cm from the lamp. Figure 5.3a compiles both λ1 and λ2 as

a function of exposure time. Due to the different scale of the two generations of

wrinkles, AFM was employed to characterise λ2 whilst λ1 was inferred by surface

profilometry. Figure 5.3b shows in turn surface profilometry and AFM scans of the

samples depicting the two morphologies making up the hierarchy. Based on the

data we can first deduce that the thicknesses of both layers, therefore λ1 and λ2,

increase over time, suggesting we cannot decouple and tune independently the two

generations of wrinkles (as shown in the schematic in Figure 5.3a); furthermore we

can conclude that both layers grow with a frontal mechanism, as the logarithmic

trend suggests.

We next evaluated the effect of the sample distance from the lamp. As reported

in Chapter 2, the distance affects the intensity of the light emanated from the

source: specifically the intensity was found to decrease at increasing distances

from the lamp. The purpose of the UV-light is to break down the molecules and

to create the radical species responsible for the oxidation reaction: a lower intensity

thus leads to a lower number of reactive species and a ‘weaker’ treatment. The

experiments were performed applying a constant prestrain of ≈ 20% to the PDMS

coupons prior to UVO oxidation for a constant time of 120 minutes. Figure 5.4

shows images acquired with both surface profilometry and atomic force microscopy,
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Figure 5.3: a) Effect of UVO exposure time on the wavelengths λ1 and λ2

of the two generations of wrinkles. Data were acquired by using a constant
value of εprestrain ≈ 20%, and placing the samples at a distance dlamp ≈ 1 cm
from the lamp. Lines corresponds to logarithmic fits according to equation λ =
a ln(t)+b. b) Surface profilometry and AFM scans showing the two morphologies

constituting the hierarchical pattern.
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Figure 5.4: Surface profilometry and AFM scans of samples obtained by UVO-
treating for 120 min PDMS samples prestretched by εprestrain ≈ 20%, placed at

different distances from the UV lamp.

to obtain qualitative information about the two generations of wrinkles on the

samples in their relaxed state. The experimental observations suggest that, at

constant strain, the ′small′ wrinkles arise already when dlamp = 5 cm, where the
′large′ ones are absent. The fact that a ‘weaker’ treatment is sufficient to induce

wrinkling between the top and intermediate layer suggests that these two have a

higher modulus contrast compared to the intermediate layer and the bulk PDMS.

Moreover one can notice that both λ1 and λ2 increase when decreasing the distance

from the lamp.

The experiments on air plasma oxidation of PDMS demonstrated that a single

master curve can be obtained by rescaling wrinkling data acquired at different

power settings and exposure times in terms of a variable defined as dose D (≡

power × time) [152]. Having established the dependence between the light in-

tensity I and the distance dlamp within the UVO chamber, we evaluated various

rescaling variables involving I. Similarly to air plasma oxidation, we found that all

the wrinkling data acquired at different intensities I [W m−2] and exposure times

t [s] collapsed when plotted as a function of the equivalent dose Dequivalent, defined
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Figure 5.5: Wrinkling wavelengths (λ1 and λ2) of PDMS samples strained
by εprestrain ≈ 20% and oxidised by UVO, as a function of the equivalent dose
defined as Dequivalent ≡ I × t. Lines are logarithmic fits according to equation

λ = a ln(Dequivalent) + b

as Dequivalent ≡ I × t (Figure 5.5). This correlation allows the generalisation of

the results obtained and is useful in designing hierarchical morphologies via UVO

oxidation of PDMS.

5.1.2 Effect of prestrain

The top layer requires a higher equivalent dose (compared to the intermedi-

ate, thick layer) to be observed (as demonstrated by both XRR and mechanical

wrinkling measurements): however, within the ‘trilayer’ regime, wrinkling experi-

ments at constant prestrain demonstrated that this top layer wrinkles at a lower

Dequivalent. This suggests that, provided both layers are present, the critical strain

needed for patterns with wavelength λ2 to arise is lower that the one inducing

wrinkles with wavelength λ1. This hypothesis can be validated by performing

wrinkling experiments at constant equivalent dose and variable prestrains.
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Figure 5.6: Wavelength and amplitude of the two generations of sinusoidal
wrinkles for PDMS samples oxidised via UVO at constant equivalent dose
Dequivalent ≈ 60.48 [kJ m−2], prestretched by ε prestrain ranging between 5% and
50%. Lines are fit to the modified bilayer model in the high deformation regime
[156] for the wavelength and the bilayer model for the amplitude [43, 46, 47]. b)
Surface topography of the samples as acquired through optical profilometry and

AFM.
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of the effect of strain on wrinkling of trilayers obtained
via prolonged UVO exposure of PDMS. When increasing the strain applied,
the top layer first buckles, resulting in single frequency, sinusoidal patterns with
nm-scale feautures. Wrinkling of the intermediate layer also occurs when further

increasing the strain, leading to hierarchical pattern formation.

PDMS slabs were prestretched by various εprestrain and oxidised via UVO at con-

stant Dequivalent = 60.48 kJ m−2. The effect of increasing εprestrain on the wave-

length and amplitude of both generations of patterns is shown in Figure 5.6. We

found that the trends for both λ1 and λ2 are well described by the bilayer model

in the high deformation regime [156] (as reported previously in case of plasma

oxidation)1, whilst A1 and A2 data can be fitted using the simple bilayer model

[43, 46, 47] 2. The sample topography at the two different scales is presented in

Figure 5.6b.

These experiments confirm that, at constant Dequivalent, the critical strain for wrin-

kling between the top and intermediate layer εc2 is lower than εc1, describing the

mechanism between the intermediate layer and the bulk PDMS where the two are

given by [47, 50]

εc,1 =
1

4

(
3Ēs

ĒUV O,1

) 2
3

(5.1)

εc,2 =
1

4

(
3ĒUV O,1
ĒUV O,2

) 2
3

(5.2)

By appropriately varying the prestrain, we were then able to suppress one genera-

tion of these hierarchical patterns, otherwise strictly linked to each other. Figure
1λ ∝ 1

(1+ε)[1+(ε+ε2)]1/3

2A ∝ ε1/2
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Figure 5.8: Map of the different morphologies attainable by UVO oxidation
of PDMS, as a function of Dequivalent and εprestrain.

5.7 is intended to highlight the effect of the prestrain in the ‘trilayer’ regime.

5.2 Conclusions

Based on the results reported above, important conclusions can be drawn. When

PDMS is oxidized by means of ultra violet ozonolysis, a single, ‘thick’ layer forms

initially: if sufficient prestrain is applied, the bilayer wrinkles, giving rise to single

frequency sinusoidal patterns with characteristic dimensions in the micron range.

The critical strain needed for pattern formation decreases as a function of UVO

dose, considering that the top layer densifies, as demonstrated by XRR experi-

ments. By further increasing the plasma dose, we enter in the ‘trilayer’ regime,

meaning that a second oxide film forms on top of the bilayer consisting of the thick

layer and the bulk PDMS (as corroborated by XRR experiments). When gradu-

ally applying strain to this laminate structure, we demonstrated that the wrinkling
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mechanism between the top and intermediate layers is triggered first, giving rise to

single frequency, sinusoidal patterns with λmin ≈ 55 nm. Higher values of εprestrain

led to wrinkling of the intermediate layer as well, resulting in double frequency

sinusoidal patterns: these comprise sinusoidal patterns with λ ∼ µm with a second

generation with wavelengths of tens of nm superposed. By prolonging further the

treatment time, both fronts propagate leading to an increase in both λ1 and λ2

which are thus coupled. Therefore we demonstrated that, by tuning the dose and

the prestrain, we can obtain a variety of patterns, with a single step process: from

nano to micron scale single frequency patterns to hierarchical wrinkles. Figure 5.8

summarises schematically all these findings.



Chapter 6

From single to double frequency

sinusoidal patterns via wrinkling

The experiments on prestretched, PDMS samples treated with UVO, identified

the conditions of dose and strain leading to hierarchical patterns, characterized by

λ1 and λ2. However, we found that the two generations of patterns are strictly

linked, with both increasing with dose and decreasing with εprestrain.

Surfaces with hierarchical patterns have drawn a significant interest due to their

unique wetting and superhydrophobic properties [118–123]. We thus seek to be

able to fabricate surfaces with these characteristic morphologies, where we can

independently tune the dimensions of the two generations of wrinkles constituting

the hierarchy. Moreover, we aim to generalise the findings and identify which

sequence of thicknesses/elastic moduli in the laminate structures subject to strain

gives rise to double frequency patterns. Finally, we intend to model this wrinkling

mechanism, thus relating λ1 and λ2 to the mechanical and geometrical properties

of the multilayer. By doing this, we establish multi-layer wrinkling as a method

for nested pattern formation. This Chapter discusses the broad role of trilayer

wrinkling, summarising the results presented in [168].

103
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Figure 6.1: Formation of wrinkles using a ‘two step’ procedure. A PDMS
slab is first oxidised with UVO at low equivalent dose (corresponding to tUV O
= 60 min, dlamp = 9 cm), leading to a single layer of thickness h1 and modulus
Ēf1(shown in light blue). Subsequent air plasma exposure (MHz, p = 7.16 W, P
= 1 mbar) on these bilayers results in the densification of the top surface, lead-
ing to the formation of a top film (thickness h2, elastic modulus Ēf2). When
uniaxial strain is applied to these tri-layer laminates two possible scenarios are
observed. At low strain (≈ 20 %) only the top layer wrinkles, giving rise to single
frequency sinusoidal patterns with nm scale features; increasing the strain re-
sults in wrinkling of the intermediate, UVO oxide layer, leading to morphologies

characterised by double frequency sinusoids.

6.1 Mechanical wrinkling of designed trilayers and

resulting hierarchical patterns

We have demonstrated that, under specific experimental conditions, a simple expo-

sure to UVO yields the formation of a bi-layer structure on a polydimethylsiloxane

substrate, where hierachical wrinkling, with features ranging from tens of µm to

tens of nm, can be mechanically induced. However, this ′single−step′ method has

an intrinsic limitation associated to the impossibility of controlling the thickness

of the two layers, thus independently tuning the characteristic dimensions of the

two generations of wrinkles. A viable solution may be found by moving from a

single to a double step process, where each step contributes to the formation of

one layer.
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6.1.1 Double oxidation of PDMS for double frequency sinu-

soidal patterns

As reported in Chapter 5, we have been able to obtain sinusoidal wrinkles with

≈ 45 nm wavelengths, by fabricating laminate structures via subsequent UVO

and air plasma exposure [164]. By appropriately selecting the UVO treatment

time, we can obtain a single layer whose surface can be further converted by

means of air plasma exposure, resulting in the formation of a second film. Using

low prestrain values we could only allow wrinkling of the top layer, leading to

single frequency, sinusoidal features with characteristic dimensions in the deep

UV range. By increasing the prestrain, we can potentially trigger the instability

between the intermediate UVO oxide layer and the bulk PDMS, thus obtaining

a hierarchical pattern. The process is shown schematically in Figure 6.1. By

employing this approach, we could reduce the limitations of wrinkling as a way

to obtain hierarchical patterns: indeed, by keeping constant the UVO treatment

time or equivalent dose (thus thickness of the corresponding layer and λ1), we can

independently tune λ2 by varying the extent of plasma exposure (where longer

exposure times correspond to thicker oxide layers).

Control experiments were thus performed on PDMS slabs, prestretched by εprestrain ≈

50 % and treated with UVO (Dequivalent,UV O = 30.24 kJ m−2, tUV O = 60 min) prior

to plasma exposure for variable times (tplasma ranging between 1 to 120 min). The

UVO dose was chosen within the ‘bilayer’ regime (Dequivalent,UV O < 40 kJ m−2, as

reported in Chapter 5), to ensure the formation of a single oxide layer on top of the

bulk PDMS. Experimental results are plotted in Figure 6.2. We first notice that

the λ2,plasma increases logarithmically with the plasma exposure time, according to

two different regimes (namely ‘film formation’ and ‘film propagation’), previously

observed in case of single plasma oxidation. On the other hand, λ1,UV O does not

seem to be affected by the second exposure, remaining only dependent on the

UVO treatment time, as shown in the inset. The different behaviour of the two

wavelengths can also be visualised through the schematic.

AFM scans for samples at variable plasma exposure times are presented in Figure
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Figure 6.2: Wrinkling wavelength λ2,plasma as a function of air plasma (MHz,
P = 1 mbar, p = 7.16 W) exposure time, for prestretched PDMS samples by
εprestrain ≈ 50 %, pretreated with UVO for tUV O = 60 min, corresponding to
Dequivalent,UV O = 30.24 kJ m−2. The graph also reports λ2,plasma as a function
of tplasma in absence of UVO pretreatment. The inset shows the wrinkling
wavelength λ1,UV O as a function of tplasma, at constant tUV O = 60 min. The
schematic highlights that, by varying tplasma at constant tUV O, one can succeed

in tuning only one generation of patterns (λ2,plasma).

6.3: when λ2,plasma lies in the micron range, we are able to capture the two genera-

tions of wrinkles by means of AFM only, without recurring to surface profilometry.

By employing this double oxidation approach we were thus able to create surfaces

with double frequency sinusoidal patterns, where we can arbitrarily vary the ratio

between the two wavelengths λ1/λ2 from 10 up to 1000.
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Figure 6.3: AFM scans for samples prestretched by εprestrain ≈ 50 % and
oxidised via UVO (Dequivalent,UV O = 30.24 kJ m−2) prior to air plasma oxidation

(MHz, P = 1 mbar, p = 7.16 W) for variable times.

Figure 6.4: a) Formation of wrinkles using a ‘two step’ procedure. A PDMS
slab is first oxidised with UVO at low equivalent dose (corresponding to tUV O =
60 min, dlamp = 1 cm), leading to a single layer of thickness h1 and modulus Ēf1

(shown in light blue). Subsequently, PS films are deposited onto the oxidised
PDMS, leading to a trilayer structure. Hierarchical patterns are observed when
uniaxial strain is applied to these tri-layer laminates, whose AFM scans are

shown in (b).
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6.1.2 Subsequent PDMS oxidation and film deposition for

hierarchical morphologies

Apart from the double oxidation approach, a two step process involving PDMS

oxidation followed by polystyrene film deposition has also been tested. PDMS slabs

were stretched by εprestrain ≈ 50 % and treated with low UVO doses (Dequivalent =

30.24 kJ m−2) to ensure a single layer was formed. PS films were then deposited

on the stretched, oxidised slabs. Polystyrene (PS) films were prepared using the

procedure described by Stafford et al. [70]. PS pellets (Mw = 250000 g mol−1,

Polymer Source) were dissolved into toluene to have solutions with cPS ≈ 10 mg/l.

The solution was then spun coated onto Si wafers (cut into ≈ 1 cm2 pieces and

treated with UVO for 15 minutes) for 30 s at a speed of 2000 rpm, to allow for

toluene evaporation and PS film formation. The wafer was then placed on the

prestretched substrate, with the PS side adhering to the surface. The sandwich

was then transferred to a Petri dish, which was filled with DI water: as the water

wets the interface between the SiO2 layer on the Si wafer and the film, the latter

detaches and adheres to the PDMS surface. After 10 minutes the Si wafer was

removed and the sample dried for 3 hours at 30 ◦C. Strain was then gently released

and hierarchical patterns appeared, whose AFM scans are shown in Figure 6.4,

along with a schematic of the process.

This double step approach also allows for an independent tuning of both gener-

ations of patterns. Indeed, the PS films fabricated according to the described

procedure were characterised by a thickness of ≈ 87 nm. This was computed by

fitting X-ray reflectivity data acquired on the samples, presented in Figure 6.5.

By changing the solution composition or the speed at which the spin coating is

carried, the thickness of the PS layer can be varied thus λ2 can be tuned whilst

λ1 remains unchanged (provided the UVO treatment dose is kept constant).
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Figure 6.5: XRR profile acquired for a polystyrene film (fabricated according
to the described procedure) deposited on a Si wafer. The profile was fitted with
Motofit assuming a single layer sandwiched between air and the substrate. The

inset shows the SLD profile.

Figure 6.6: Schematic of the trilayer structure giving rise to double frequency
sinusoidal patterns by uniaxial strain application. The layers are ordered such
as the elastic modulus increases, whilst the thickness decreases from bottom to

top.

6.2 Modelling of the hierarchical patterns

6.2.1 Does the order matter?

We have presented two distinct processes, each one comprising two steps, that

allow creating trilayer laminates where the thickness of the two layers on top of

the substrate can be independently tuned. As a result, we were able to fabricate
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surfaces with hierarchical patterns with a wider range of dimensions as compared

to those induced on trilayers originating via single, prolonged UVO exposure of

PDMS coupons. If we look at the trilayer structures which give rise to hierarchical

patterns under uniaxial strain, we can notice that they all have specific charac-

teristics. In particular, the elastic modulus increases from the substrate to the

top film which has the lowest thickness, followed by the intermediate layer, as

illustrated in Figure 6.6. We have previously demonstrated through XRR experi-

ments that prolonged UVO exposure gives rise to a top film, which is denser, thus

stiffer than the intermediate one. Similarly when studying the double UVO-air

plasma oxidation for nanoscale PDMS patterning, XRR proved the formation of

two oxide layers, with the top one (arising from air plasma exposure) being thinner

and stiffer than the compliant one. Finally, for film deposition on UVO oxidised

PDMS, XRR experiments corroborated by literature data on PS films, confirmed

that the same type of structure is formed, with decreasing elastic modulus and

increasing thickness from top to bottom (given ĒPS ≈ 2.8 GPa [169, 170] and

ĒUV O ≈ 60 MPa [97], corroborated by nanoindentation experiments) .

We next seek to elucidate the role of the order of the layers. Can double frequency

patterns be obtained by compression of trilayers, if the order of the layers is re-

versed? A study carried by Nolte et al. [171] provides useful insights. The authors

studied trilayers consisting of thick, polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEM) (thickness

ranging between 80 to 200 nm, depending on the number of layers), on top of a

thinner (≈ 20 nm) polystyrene film, the two laying on a PDMS support. The two

layers have very similar mechanical properties (ĒPEM = 6.38 ± 0.3 GPa at am-

bient relative humidity, ĒPS = 2.58 ± 0.2 GPa as reported by the authors [171]):

by inducing wrinkling on these structures simple sinusoidal wrinkles were found.

The wavelength of these patterns could be described by the simple bilayer model

λ1 = 2πhtot

(
Ēeff
3Ēs

) 1
3

(6.1)

where one has to consider the total thickness htot = h1 + h2, and the elastic

modulus of the film is replaced by an effective elastic modulus (Ēeff ). The latter
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Figure 6.7: Schematic of the trilayer structure giving rise to single frequency
sinusoidal patterns by uniaxial strain application.

can be expressed as a function of the thicknesses and mechanical properties of the

layers, considering the sum of the flexural rigidities of both films to compute the

resistance to buckling [43]. The relation derived is reported as follows

Ēeff/4 = Ēf,2

[(
1− k

2

)3

−
(
φ1 −

k

2

)3
]

+ Ēf,1

[(
k

2

)3

+

(
φ1 −

k

2

)3
]

(6.2)

where φ1 is given by φ1 = h1/(h1 + h2), whilst k can be expressed as k =

1+φ21(Ēf,1/Ēf,2−1)

1+φ1(Ēf,1/Ēf,2−1)

Based on their findings, we hypothesised that single frequency patterns appear

when applying strain to trilayer laminates with a different order of the layers, pre-

sented schematically in Figure 6.7. To validate this, we had to fabricate laminate

structures with Ēf,2 < Ēf,1 > Ēs and h2 > h1. Given PDMS as the substrate, the

first layer has to be as thin and stiff as possible: to this effect the oxide film result-

ing from air plasma exposure appears as a good candidate. In the previous sections,

we have reported on the frontal vitrification of PDMS occurring via air plasma,

and inferred the thickness of the oxide layer forming on the surface, which ranges

between 1-20 nm, by employing both X-ray and neutron reflectivity [164]. Single

frequency sinusoidal patterns were found to arise when applying uniaxial strain

to the resulting bilayers, whose characteristic dimensions were previously reported

as a function of the experimental conditions. By recalling that, at εprestrain ≈ 20

%, the pattern wavelength is expressed as λ20% = 2π
1.21

(Ēplasma/3ĒPDMS)1/3, the
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Figure 6.8: Schematic of pattern formation by wrinkling of multilayers. PDMS
samples are oxidised via air plasma, resulting in the formation of a thin, stiff
layer; PS film deposition is carried subsequently, leading to trilayer structures.
Single frequency sinusoidal patterns arise when uniaxial strain is applied, as illus-
trated by optical microscopy images. The characteristic dimensions of the wrin-
kles are larger as compared to those arising on plasma oxidised PDMS/PDMS

or PS/PDMS bilayers, whose optical microcopy images are also reported.

measured λ and h at fixed conditions allow estimating Ēplasma ≈ 24 GPa (given

ĒPDMS = 2.13 MPa). Now, on top of this glassy layer, a third layer, thicker and

softer, has to be placed. We opted for a polystyrene film, which was floated on

the oxidised PDMS. The thickness of these PS films was determined by means

of XRR at ≈ 87 nm. To determine the elastic modulus, we performed wrinkling

experiments by depositing PS films on prestretched PDMS substrates: knowing

the thickness, by measuring the wavelength we obtained a value of ĒPS ≈ 2.5 GPa

from the bilayer model in the high deformation regime. The fabricated PS films

characteristics thus comply with the requirements, having a bigger thickness and

a lower elastic modulus compared to the plasma oxide layer.

We therefore induced wrinkling on the resulting PS/PDMS oxidised/PDMS trilay-

ers by applying uniaxial stran. As expected, single frequency, sinusoidal wrinkles

were obtained, confirming our hypothesis that hierarchical patterns are subject

to a specific order of the layers. To describe this wrinkling mechanism, we took

advantage of the model presented previously [171]. Knowing the thickness and
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elastic modulus of the oxide layer at the conditions chosen (hplasma from reflectiv-

ity experiments, Ēplasma ≈ 24 GPa from the previous wrinkling experiments), as

well as the thickness of the PS layer, we first computed Ēeff from the morpholog-

ical characterisation (equation 6.1), thus utilised the effective modulus to obtain

ĒPS (equation 6.2). We found that the value inferred ĒPS was in agreement with

the previous one evaluated in case of a bilayer. This validates the findings and the

applicability of the model.

The findings are shown schematically in Figure 6.8 which also reports representa-

tive optical microscopy images of sample morphologies.

6.2.2 Double bilayer model for hierarchical patterns char-

acterisation

We thereby established the sequence of thicknesses and elastic moduli which gives

rise to nested sinusoidal patterns by mechanical wrinkling. It is now interesting to

evaluate how the wavelengths of the two generations of patterns relate to the layer

thicknesses and elastic moduli. Our hypothesis is that, under certain conditions,

each wrinkling mechanism can be described using the simple bilayer model, which

applied in this case would yield

λ1 = 2πh1

(
Ēf1

3Ēs

) 1
3

(6.3)

λ2 = 2πh2

(
Ēf2

3Ēf1

) 1
3

(6.4)

To validate this, we first focused on laminate structures obtained via PDMS oxi-

dation. When simply oxidising PDMS by air plasma exposure, we demonstrated

that a single layer is formed [164], whose elastic modulus can be inferred from the

morphological characterisation (at selected process conditions MHz, p = 7.16 W,

P = 1 mbar, t = 30 min) by using the simple bilayer model (Ēplasma ≈ 24 GPa).

We demonstrated that trilayer laminates are formed by treating the PDMS with
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UVO (Dequivalent = 30.24 kJ m2) prior to air plasma. We computed the thickness

of the top layer (resulting from air plasma exposure) at the same plasma process

conditions employed previously. When releasing εprestrain ≈ 50 %, we reported that

double frequency sinusoidal patterns are observed, with wavelengths λ2 (arising

from the mismatch between the plasma and the UVO oxide layers) and λ1 (arising

from the moduli contrast between the UVO oxide layer and the PDMS substrate).

The wavelength λ2 was measured: by assuming a value of ĒUV O ≈ 60 MPa, we

applied equation 6.4 and got Ēplasma ≈ 23 GPa. This value is well in agreement

with the one computed previously in case of a simple bilayer.

Thereafter, we considered bi- and multi- layers comprising PS films. We started by

simple PS/PDMS bilayers giving rise to single frequency, sinusoidal patterns upon

uniaxial strain application. By measuring the wavelength, knowing the thickness

of the PS film and the elastic modulus of the substrate, we calculated ĒPS ≈ 2.5

GPa. We next turned to laminate structures obtained by PS deposition on oxidised

PDMS. First, we considered wrinkling of trilayers obtained by depositing PS on

air plasma oxidised PDMS, resulting in single frequency sinusoidal features, and

inferred the PS modulus by applying the model [171] (ĒPS ≈ 2.3 GPa). Finally,

we focused on the double frequency sinusoidal features observed upon wrinkling of

PS/UVO oxide/PDMS trilayers. We applied equation 6.4 to compute ĒPS from

the measurement of λ2, by assuming ĒUV O ≈ 60 MPa. Again, we found that

ĒPS ≈ 2.6 GPa, which agrees with the values previously calculated as well as with

those reported in the literature [169, 170].

These findings (grouped in Tables 6.1-6.2) corroborate our initial hypotheses and

confirm the possibility to model double frequency pattern formation via the simple

bilayer model applied twice. These results are of significant importance as they

enable us to predict the feature sizes arising from wrinkling of tri-layer laminate

structures.
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Bilayer

single
Film Substrate Ēs [GPa] h [nm] λ [nm] Ēf [GPa]

Plasmaox PDMS PDMS 0.00213 14 1350 24 ± 1.2

Trilayer

double
Film 2 (top) Film 1 (bottom) Substrate Ēf,1 [GPa] h2 [nm] λ2 [nm] Ēf,2 [GPa]

Plasmaox PDMS UVOox PDMS PDMS 0.06 8 250 23.1 ± 1.1

Table 6.1: Summary of the results obtained when applying the simple bilayer
model [43, 46, 47] (bilayer), and equations 6.3-6.4 (trilayer, double frequency
patterns), to infer the elastic modulus of the PDMS plasma oxide layer (purple).

Bilayer

single
Film Substrate Ēs [GPa] h [nm] λ [nm] Ēf [GPa]

PS PDMS 0.00213 87 4000 2.5 ± 0.2

Trilayer

single
Film 2 (top) Film 1 (bottom) Substrate Ēf,1 [GPa] h2 [nm] λ1 [nm] λ2 [nm] Ēf,2 [GPa]

PS Plasmaox PDMS PDMS 24 87 - 5500 2.3 ± 0.2

double PS UVOox PDMS PDMS 0.06 87 26000 1300 2.62 ± 0.18

Table 6.2: Summary of the results obtained when applying the simple bilayer
model [43, 46, 47] (bilayer), equations 6.1-6.2 (trilayer, single frequency pat-
terns) and equations 6.3-6.4 (trilayer, double frequency patterns), to infer the

elastic modulus of the PS layer (green).

6.3 Impact of morphology on surface wetting

So far we have demonstrated the possibility of fabricating surfaces with tunable

hierarchical patterns. These morphologies play an important role in modifying the

wetting properties of a substrate, as discussed previously.

We thereby wanted to test how different patterned surfaces affected wetting. To

do this, we fabricated samples following three different methods. PDMS slabs were

stretched by εprestrain = 50 % and oxidised via UVO alone (Dequivalent = 30.24 kJ

m−2) as well as subsequent UVO and air plasma (MHz, p = 7.16 W, P = 1 mbar)

for variable times (tplasma = 5 and 45 minutes). By keeping the UVO exposure

constant, upon strain removal we obtained patterns with constant λ1 ≈ 40 µm and

λ2 variable between 0, 50 nm and 1µm. The oxidative treatment results in the loss

of PDMS hydrophobicity. The fabricated samples were thus utilised as stamps,
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Figure 6.9: Variation of water contact angle on PDMS as a function of surface
patterns. Schematics of the different morphologies tested are also presented: in
all samples λ1 was constant whilst we changed λ2. The contact angle is reported

also for a flat PDMS slab. The line serves for guidance only.

and the patterns were replicated into fresh PDMS. A rectangular hole of ≈ 1 cm2

area was cut into neat PDMS coupons (area ≈ 2 cm2). The frame was placed on

the patterned surface, so that the hole was enclosing the wrinkled area. Fresh,

uncrosslinked PDMS was then poured to fill the hole and the sample was cured

at the conventional conditions. The neat PDMS slab was then removed from the

patterned (oxidised) surface. By doing this we transferred the morphology on a

hydrophobic substrate.

Basic water contact angle experiments were then performed on the replicas, em-

ploying a contact angle goniometer (Rame-hart). The results are presented in

Figure 6.9. We notice that the presence of single frequency sinusoidal patterns al-

ready results in an increase in the contact angle as compared with flat PDMS. The

effect of the morphology becomes more significant in presence of a second genera-

tion of patterns: more specifically, the water contact angle was found to increase

going from nm to µm scale secondary features. Superhydrophobicity results from

the combined effect of roughness and low-surface energy. The preliminary results
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obtained thus open an attractive route for the fabrication of superhydrophobic

surfaces (water contact angle > 150 ◦) through the use of appropriate low-surface

energy coatings [172].



Chapter 7

Measuring the mechanical

properties of thin drying films via

wrinkling

Up to now, we have focused on establishing wrinkling of multilayers as a scalable

patterning method from the nano to the macro scale. We carefully engineered

both the geometrical and mechanical properties of the layers in order to vary the

dimensions of the patterns resulting from mechanically induced wrinkling. We

wanted specific λ and A and we thus employed a series of single or double step

processes to vary h and Ef as well as the number of layers, resulting in a wide

range of single frequency and double frequency sinusoidal patterns.

Now, what if we look at the problem from a different perspective? Or, in other

terms, what if we have films and we want to determine their mechanical proper-

ties? Intuitively, if we deposit these films on appropriate substrates and induce

mechanical wrinkling on the resulting bilayers, we can use the measured char-

acteristic dimensions to compute the elastic modulus of the film, making use of

the bilayer equations. The literature has plenty of examples where wrinkling is

utilised to mechanically characterise thin films [41, 70, 71, 126, 128], through a

method known as SIEBIMM [70, 126]. This has proven to be more effective than

118
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conventional methods, as for example nanobubble inflation or AFM nanoinden-

tation. In the first case the thin film is deposited to cover a circular hole on a

substrate, and clamping at the edges occurs by means of adhesive forces: when

pressure is applied from underneath the hole, the film deforms, creating a ‘bub-

ble’. The resulting change in shape can be related to its mechanical properties.

The method has proven to be suitable when dealing with films down to 10 nm

thicknesses: however it implies a very complex and generally expensive setup

[173]. AFM nanoindentation measurements on thin films, on the other hand, can

be severely affected by the mechanical properties of the substrate supporting the

film: a prerequisite for obtaining accurate estimates of the elastic modulus is that

the nanoindentation depth is no larger than 10 % of the film’s thickness [174].

Moreover the technique requires sophisticated probes to indent the surface and

the data analysis is generally non-trivial [127].

Therefore wrinkling has been established as a powerful tool for the mechanical

characterisation of thin films. Wrinkled patterns have been mechanically induced

on films whose properties remain unchanged with time, and the elastic modulus

inferred from the mophological characterisation. Dynamic experiments have also

been employed to determine the viscoelastic response of polymer thin films, by

evaluating how stress induced patterns on those films evolve with time [175, 176].

What if we have films whose elastic modulus changes over time, for example as a

result of water loss during drying? In this case we had to employ the wrinkling

method in a time-resolved way. Our main motivation is that there are a lot of fields,

ranging from paints, foods, agrochemicals, and personal care, including deodorants

and cosmetics, which deal with thin films whose mechanical properties evolution

is of fundamental importance [177]. In this study, as a model system we selected a

ternary blend comprising an inorganic salt, aluminum chlorohydrate (ACH), and

a humectant, glycerol, in water. This mixture was found to form a glass upon

water loss and film formation, and crystallisation was not observed unlike other

ACH species [178–181]. Hydroxyaluminum solutions have diverse applications

such as coagulants in wastewater treatments and catalyst support in pillared clays

[182] as well as being the main active ingredient in antiperspirant formulations
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[180, 181], one of the largest health and beauty product categories. However,

their rheomechanical behavior and speciation remains poorly understood. In this

Chapter, we propose a method to induce wrinkling on these films as they dry and

dynamically infer their mechanical properties under a wide range of conditions.

This work was carried out in collaboration with Giulia Ferretti and the main

results have been published in [183].

7.1 Methodology

7.1.1 Solution Preparation

The ternary solutions were prepared by mixing aluminum chlorohydrate (ACH)

(50 wt % hydrated dialuminum chloride pentahydroxide aqueous solution; Sum-

mit Research Laboratories Inc.), glycerol (purity ≥ 99.5%; Sigma-Aldrich), and

deionised water (obtained from a Milli-Q source). The mixtures were homogenised,

and equilibrated overnight. The amount of ACH was determined in order to have a

fixed mass composition of 15%, whilst the glycerol content was varied from 0 to 15

wt %, with the remainder of the solution being composed of water. Upon drying,

only water is lost from the system [184]. As the initial mass fraction of ACH is

kept constant in all solutions, throughout the next sections the compositions are

indicated via the initial mass fraction of glycerol c0,glycerol.

7.1.2 Substrate Choice

Following the preparation of the model solution, we then had to choose an opti-

mal substrate on which depositing the solution which eventually solidifies upon

drying, leading to film formation. In all the experiments presented in the pre-

vious Chapters, PDMS was utilised as the substrate, due to its unique features

like near-incompressibility (Poisson ratio, ν ≈ 0.5 [109]), tunable modulus, and

large elongation at break (ε ≈ 200 % [110]), which are extremely convenient for

wrinkling experiments. However, native PDMS is hydrophobic: this means that,
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when depositing the solution on the surface, wetting is not observed. Wetting of

the substrate is of upmost importance if we want to ensure the formation of a

planar film upon solution drying.

This issue can be solved by prior PDMS oxidation, which renders the substrate

hydrophilic, permitting full wetting of the aqueous solution and planar film for-

mation. Oxidised PDMS is therefore selected as the optimal substrate. However,

trilayer analysis of the wrinkling data may thus be required, as detailed below.

7.2 Bilayer formation and mechanical wrinkling

Figure 7.1 illustrates the procedure adopted to form the bilayers and then inducing

wrinkling. We started by prestretching PDMS slabs (prepared according to the

procedure detailed in Chapter 2) by εprestrain. The prestretched coupons are then

treated by air plasma oxidation (MHz, p = 7.16 W, P = 1 mbar), to render

the surface hydrophilic. An initial wet film thickness of ≈ 30 µm was deposited

on the oxidised PDMS slabs, by covering an area of 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm with a

volume of 7 µL of solution. The liquid films were allowed to dry over time, at

ambient temperature (25 ◦C) and relative humidity of 25 %, while mass changes

were monitored with a Sartorius 1702 balance. Three different stages could be

identified during drying. Initially, the film is liquid: directional solidification then

occurs, starting from the surface, leading to the formation of a crust on top of

the bulk liquid, corroborated by tack measurements [184]. Eventually the entire

film solidifies. At different stages during the drying process, strain can be released

and the surface morphology can be characterised. We expect diverse buckling

responses as a function of water content: within the sinusoidal regime, we can

utilise the measurement of λ and A to infer the plane elastic modulus Ēf . From

Ēf , the elastic modulus can be obtained by assuming ν = 0.27 for the inorganic

salt film [185].

The method proposed resulted in samples exhibiting wrinkling in the relaxed state,

previously defined as ON samples. Alternatively, OFF samples can be fabricated:
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of the proposed experimental approach. A hydrophobic
PDMS substrate (a) is stretched (b) and then (c) oxidised to enable wetting and
planar film formation; (d) the solution of interest is then deposited and allowed
to dry for prescribed time intervals; the ternary diagram drying pathways as a
function of initial solution concentration are illustrated. The liquid film starts
drying (e) and may form a transient ‘crust’ before entirely hardening. During the
drying process, the film mass decreases until an asymptote is reached, while (f)
the sandwich layer is mechanically interrogated by releasing strain. Topographic
analysis of the wrinkling profile enables the calculation of the elastic modulus of

the film throughout the pathway.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of three different procedures utilised to induce wrinkling
on drying films. The samples prepared through (a) show wrinkles in the strained
state (OFF samples). An optical microscope image of a wrinkled OFF sample
is reported (c0,glycerol = 2 wt %, RH = 40%, T = 20 ◦C). Samples prepared
following (b) show wrinkles in the relaxed state, allowing N measurements to
be made on a single sample. Procedure (c) is analogous to (b), except that each
measurement is taken on a fresh sample, corresponding to N measurements on

N samples, but further reducing surface cracking.

in this case substrate oxidation and solution deposition take place in absence of

strain. At different stages of drying, wrinkling can be induced upon stretching and

consequent orthogonal compression. The procedures leading to the two distinct

samples are illustrated in Figure 7.2a (for OFF samples) and b (for ON samples).

The comparison between the two shows that in case of OFF samples, the film is

formed when the substrate is in the relaxed state and, while the procedure requires

fewer steps, these samples present two main drawbacks. Firstly, when applying

this method cracks were found to form in the orthogonal direction of application

of tensile strain, as shown in a representive optical microscopy image (Figure
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7.2a). Secondly, as wrinkling occurs under tension, the samples needed to be

characterised mounted on the strain stage, requiring a more complex experimental

setup.

ON samples thus proved to be more suitable for our purposes. As shown in the

schematic in Figure 7.2b, after a certain drying time, strain is released and sinu-

soidal wrinkles are observed in a certain range of conditions, whose characteristic

dimensions can be measured and then directly related to the mechanical properties

of the drying film. Afterwards, the sample can be stretched again and allowed to

dry further until the desired time, at which point the strain can be released and

the elastic modulus computed again from the sample morphology. Therefore, the

mechanical characterisation of thin drying films can be carried by taking N mea-

surements on a single sample via reversibly releasing and applying the same strain

during drying. However, repeated stretching inevitably increases cracking on the

surface. To further eliminate crack-formation, the more laborious procedure in

Figure 7.2c has been applied for the experiments (unless otherwise stated), which

requires one sample per measurement.

7.2.1 Substrate oxidation for minimal impact in drying ki-

netics

As discussed previously, PDMS oxidation is performed prior to solution deposition.

On one hand this process ensures wetting of the hydroxyaluminium solutions; on

the other hand the surface treatment can potentially alter the drying kinetics. We

thus prepared a series of PDMS substrates, oxidised with air plasma (MHz, p =

7.16 W, P = 1 mbar) for variable times texp = 2, 20 and 40 minutes. The model

solution was deposited on the substrates and allowed to dry at (T = 25 ◦C and

RH = 25 %). An impermeable polyester support sheet was used as a reference

substrate. Right after the film deposition we measured the overall mass of PDMS

support and film M(tdrying=0): the mass evolution M(tdrying) was recorded as

a function of time. Normalised mass loss M(tdrying)/M(tdrying=0) is plotted in

Figure 7.3 for the different substrates. From the graph one can notice that, for
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Figure 7.3: Normalised mass loss of a film of initial glycerol composition
c0,glycerol = 2 wt % during drying (T = 25 ◦C and RH = 25%) on various
substrates: (◦) polyester sheet (impermeable reference) and (•) PDMS oxidised
in air plasma at P = 1 mbar and p = 7.16 W, for 2 to 40 min. Increasing
oxidation causes PDMS swelling by water uptake, but a plasma exposure of texp
= 2 min yields wetting surfaces with comparable drying profile to the polyester

reference.

the longer plasma exposures (texp = 20 and 40 min), after an initial mass loss

decay due to water evaporation, the film mass appears to increase again at long

times. Evidently, long plasma exposures cause the hydrophilic PDMS to uptake

water and swell, at time scales commensurate with film drying. However, shorter

plasma exposures cause negligible swelling, yielding mass loss profiles indistin-

guishable from the control measurements and enabling surface wetting and planar

film formation. Based on these observations, we chose to expose PDMS samples

to air plasma for 2 minutes: this ensures simultaneous wetting of the substrate by

the ternary solution, to enable planar film formation, and impermeability of the

support, preventing inadvertent composition and dimensional changes. Shorter

exposure times did not guarantee adequate wetting of the substrate.
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Figure 7.4: Optical microscopy, profilometry, and AFM data of surface pat-
terns observed in the films upon strain removal after drying. a) Absence of
wrinkles (c0,glycerol= 0-4 wt %, tdrying < 10 min; c0,glycerol > 4 wt %, for all
drying times). b) Double frequency sinusoidal patterns (c0,glycerol= 2 wt %,
tdrying= 10 min). c) Sinusoidal wrinkles (c0,glycerol= 2 wt %, tdrying = 12 min).
d) Film fracture and crack formation (c0,glycerol = 2 wt %, tdrying = 150 min).
e-g) Patterns deriving from stress localisation and ridging effects (c0,glycerol = 4
wt %, tdrying = 30 min to 2 h). All data refer to drying conditions of T = 25
◦C and RH = 25% and PDMS substrates oxidised at P = 1 mbar, p = 7.16 W,

and texp = 2 min.
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7.3 Evolution of wrinkling morphologies with dry-

ing time and solution composition

Having established the experimental procedure, we performed a series of experi-

ments, where we evaluated how both c0,glycerol and drying time impact the films

responses to buckling. Films with different initial compositions were allowed to

dry for selected time intervals on 2 min oxidised, PDMS supports, prestretched by

20 %. Upon strain removal, a variety of patterns could be observed, arising from

the moduli contrast between the film and the substrate. Specifically we found

that at early drying times (tdrying ≤ 10 minutes) no pattern formation could be

observed, with the liquid film surface remaining planar (Figure 7.4a). The same

applied to films with c0,glycerol > 4%, which remained flat upon strain removal even

after long drying times. Solutions with initial concentration of glycerol between 0

and 3 wt % exhibited two stages of sinusoidal pattern formation. At drying times

between 9 and 11 min, double frequency sinusoidal profiles were observed, akin to

a wrinkling cascade [94, 168] as shown in Figure 7.4b. These patterns resemble

those discussed in Chapters 5-6, which were found to be caused by a structure

consisting of a top and intermediate layers and a substrate, with decreasing elastic

moduli. In case of film drying, the hierarchical patterns can be associated to the

formation of a transient crust [186] during rapid evaporation, effectively creating

an additional surface skin at intermediate times. The short wavelength wrinkles

(λ2 ≈ 3 µm) arise due to the contrast between the top skin and intermediate layer,

while the long wavelength profile (λ1 ≈ 30 µm) arises due to the dominant interme-

diate layer and the substrate, persisting over longer times. At increasing drying

times, within 12 ≤ tdrying ≤ 120 min (Figure 7.4c), single frequency, sinusoidal

wrinkles form, readily enabling the mechanical characterisation of the drying film.

Eventually, after 120 min, delamination and cracking prevail (Figure 7.4d), as the

films become excessively brittle upon full water loss.

Within the sinusoidal range, we evaluated the effect of the prestrain εprestrain on

the resulting pattern morphology. A representative system with c0,glycerol = 2 wt

% was selected for this evaluation and allowed to dry for 12 min at 25 ◦C and 25 %
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Figure 7.5: Wrinkling amplitude on the film surface as a function of PDMS
substrate prestrain, for a film with c0,glycerol = 2 wt % at 12 min drying time
(T = 25 ◦C and 25 % RH). The line represents a fit according to the bilayer

model [43, 46, 47].

RH. The wrinkling amplitude, which depends strongly on the prestrain (according

to the bilayer model[43, 46, 47]), was plotted as a function of εprestrain, as shown in

Figure 7.5. The measurements showed that a critical value of εc ≈ 10 % had to be

exceeded for wrinkling to be observed : thereafter, an increase in εprestrain results

in an increase in Af . Now, as the critical strain required to trigger the instability

depends on the moduli contrast between the film and the substrate, we expect it

to decrease as the film dries further. In other words, if we found εc ≈ 10 % at

the early stages of drying, by choosing εprestrain = 20 % we are sure to exceed the

critical strain within the accessible experimental window.

Initial glycerol concentrations of ≈ 4 wt % led to more complex pattern mor-

phologies, evolving from double scale wrinkling (Figure 7.4e) to ridge formation

(Figures 7.4f-g) with increasing drying time. This can be explained by considering

that sinusoidal wrinkling is only observed when the applied strain, yet exceeding

εc, remains below a critical value, referred as εL. The latter again depends on

the properties of the bilayer (e.g. the shear moduli contrast, as seen in Chapter 1

[52]): when εprestrain exceeds εL, nonlinearities in the strain energy functions cause

stress localisation [54, 60, 187]. Considering the above, the presence of ridges at 4

wt % glycerol concentration can be interpreted by means of εL ≤ 20% and of the
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Figure 7.6: Different pattern formation regimes observed as a function of
film composition mapped on the ternary diagram, along with the schematic of
the corresponding surface profiles. The arrows represent drying pathways for
c0,glycerol > 4 wt %, c0,glycerol ≈ 4 wt %, and c0,glycerol < 4 wt %, and the letters

a-g correspond to the panels in Figure 7.4.

order of εc, since no pattern formation was observed below 20% strain.

Films with 5-15 wt % initial glycerol concentration did not exhibit wrinkling at

any time during drying, even for prestrains up to 40 %. Evidently, either εc > 40

%, corresponding to a relatively low modulus contrast with respect to the PDMS

substrate, or the film remains a viscous liquid throughout, relaxing rapidly any

surface pattern formed under compression. The addition of glycerol, a well-known

plasticizer, above 4 wt % was thus found to promote film flexibility and decrease

the film’s elastic modulus sufficiently to suppress wrinkle formation.

The different wrinkling regimes observed as a function of film composition were also

mapped onto a ternary diagram in Figure 7.6, including regions where wrinkling

does not occur (εprestrain < εc), sinusoidal wrinkles (εc ≤ εprestrain < εL), and

stress localisation and ridging (εprestrain ≥ εL), crack formation, and delamination.

Within the sinusoidal wrinkling region, we subdivided a range of concentrations

(and corresponding drying times at T = 25 ◦C at 25 % RH) for which double

frequency sinusoidal wrinkling is observed and referred to as a wrinkling cascade.
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7.4 Sinusoidal wrinkles for mechanical properties

evaluation

Control experiments allowed for mapping the wrinkling morphologies observed as

a function of c0,glycerol and tdrying. We therefore identified the range of conditions

leading to sinusoidal pattern formation. Now, within this experimental window,

we can determine the elastic modulus of the film, by simply measuring λf and Af ,

and use the appropriate model to infer Ef .

7.4.1 Determination of the appropriate model for the elastic

modulus calculation

Intuitively one would use a simple bilayer model to interpret the morphology

data: however, this requires a little more thinking. Indeed we have commented

about the need of oxidising PDMS prior to solution deposition. As extensively

reported in the previous Chapters, the oxidative treatment leads to the formation

of a ‘glassy’ film, with thickness hox. Therefore, when the hydroxyaluminium

solution is deposited and the film is formed, we effectively have a trilayer structure,

represented schematically in Figure 7.7. The moduli sequence does not guarantee

the formation of hierarchical patterns: however, λf and Af could actually be

influenced by the presence of the intermediate oxide layer and a trilayer model

could be necessary to infer Ef . The trilayer model [171] , applied to this system

yields

λf = 2πhf

(
Ēeff
3Ēs

)1/3

(7.1)

Af = hf

(
4ε(

3Ēs/Ēeff
)2/3
− 1

)1/2

(7.2)

where
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Figure 7.7: Schematic of the trilayer structure resulting from solution deposi-
tion (and planar film formation) on oxidised PDMS.

Figure 7.8: Wrinkling wavelength λf of films with c0,glycerol = 2 wt % dried
for tdrying = 12 min, as a function of substrate oxidation, expressed in terms of
the wrinkling wavelength of neat oxidised PDMS under compression λPDMS . A
plasma exposure time texp = 2 min yields λPDMS = 0.14 µm, while UVO expo-
sures reach tens of micrometers. The dashed line represents the λf calculated

by using the trilayer model of equations 7.1-7.3.

Ēeff/4 = Ēf

[(
1− k

2

)3

−
(
φox −

k

2

)3
]

+ Ēox

[(
k

2

)3

+

(
φox −

k

2

)3
]

(7.3)

and φox is given by φox = hox/(hox + hf ) whilst k can be expressed as k =

1+φ2ox(Ēox/Ēf−1)

1+φox(Ēox/Ēf−1)

In an attempt to assess the effect of the glassy oxide layer on the drying film
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wrinkling, we performed a series of experiments, where hox was varied. Specifically,

neat PDMS prestretched by 20 %, was oxidised using air plasma (MHz, p = 7.16

W, P = 1 mbar) and UV-ozonolysis for variable doses. As known from the results

in the previous Chapters, simple air plasma exposure results in wrinkling with

characteristic wavelengths from ≈ 100 nm to ≈ 4 µm and A within 10 nm and

1µm; UVO leads to larger patterns, with λ of the order of tens of microns. We

measured λPDMS and APDMS for all the oxidised samples upon strain release, and

utilised the characteristic dimensions to infer the thickness of the oxide layer using

the simple bilayer model (comprising two equations with two unknowns, namely

hox and Ēox).

Thereafter, ternary films with c0,glycerol = 2 wt % were cast onto identical, pre-

strained, oxidised layers and the resulting wrinkling profile measured at drying

time tdrying = 12 min. Figure 7.8 shows the wrinkling wavelength of the drying film,

λf as a function of substrate oxidation expressed in terms of the oxidised PDMS

wavelength, λPDMS. The data were fitted using the trilayer model, where hox was

expressed in terms of λPDMS: the goodness of the fit corroborates the validity of

the experimental observations. From the data it is clear that when λPDMS � λf ,

PDMS wrinkling has a negligible impact on film wrinkling. However, the effect

of substrate wrinkling becomes more important as the extent of PDMS oxidation

increases, in particular within the UVO range where λPDMS ≈ λf . This obser-

vation suggests that a bilayer model might be appropriate when oxidation causes

λPDMS � λf , as in short (texp = 2 min) plasma exposures, while otherwise a

trilayer model should be needed.

This hypothesis was proven by calculating the film Young’s modulus considering

the existence of the intermediate layer in Figure 7.9a. The explicit trilayer results

agree with each other over the entire range of substrate oxidation, confirming

the validity of the model. The film elastic modulus was also inferred from λf

using a bilayer model, at the optimal conditions of substrate oxidation chosen in

the experiments (texp = 2 min). Evidently, both the trilayer and bilayer model

results are in agreement when λPDMS � λf . By contrast, a bilayer assumption

in the presence of a thick oxide (intermediate) layer hox yields inconsistent results
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Figure 7.9: a) Elastic modulus of films with c0,glycerol = 2 wt %, dried for
tdrying = 12 min on PDMS substrates oxidised to various extents, evaluated
using the trilayer model of equations 7.1-7.3. The dashed line is obtained from
the bilayer model applied to films dried on PDMS substrates treated with plasma
oxidation for texp = 2 min. b) Comparison between the values of Ef obtained
by applying the bilayer model over the entire range of substrate oxidation, and

those inferred with the trilayer model.

for the film’s modulus under identical drying conditions (Figure 7.9b). For the

remainder of the data analysis we thus employed a bilayer model, since it provides

indistinguishable results for 2 min plasma exposed PDMS substrates.

7.4.2 Evolution of drying film mechanical properties: effect

of drying time

Considering the above findings, we next compute the evolution of the Young’s

modulus of a c0,glycerol = 2 wt % film as a function of drying time. The films were

left drying on oxidised, prestretched (εprestrain ≈ 20%) PDMS substrates: strain

was released from the bilayers at different stages of drying (within the sinusoidal

wrinkling regime). By means of surface profilometry we quantified λf and Af of

the wrinkling profile, which are plotted in Figure 7.10a and 7.10b as a function

of the drying time. The measurements were repeated 30 minutes and 1 hour

after the strain release and led to negligible variations in λf and Af . From the

wavelength and amplitude measurements, the aspect ratio Af/λf was evaluated,
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Figure 7.10: Evolution of drying film properties as a function of time (c0,glycerol

= 2 wt %, T = 25 ◦C, and RH = 25%). Wrinkling wavelength (a), λf , and (b)
amplitude, Af , observed upon strain release at different drying times and (c)
corresponding aspect ratio, Af/λf . d) Dynamic evolution of film elastic modulus
during drying, obtained from wrinkling experiments (�) using the bilayer model,

corroborated by AFM nanoindentation (�).

whose temporal evolution is shown in Figure 7.10c. The reason why we computed

the aspect ratio is that, recalling the bilayer model [43, 46, 47], we find that

Af/λf =
(
ε−

(
3Ēs/Ēf

)2/3
/4
)1/2

/π (7.4)

The only unknown in the former expression is Ēf : therefore by having the dynam-

ical evolution of the aspect ratio, we can trivially infer how the elastic modulus

of the film changes as a function of drying time. This is plotted in Figure 7.10d,

where a logarithmic scale is chosen for a direct comparison with the mass loss,

shown in Figure 7.12a. As discussed previously, at short times no patterns are

observed upon strain release thus impeding the calculation of the elastic modulus.

After 12 min for this system, when the mass loss slows, an elastic modulus can
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Figure 7.11: Critical strain for wrinkling as a function of drying time, for
a film with c0,glycerol = 2 wt % at 25 ◦C and 25 % RH. The value of strain
εprestrain = 20 % chosen in the experiments is above the critical strain at all
relevant drying times. b) Optical microscopy images of films with c0,glycerol =
2 wt % allowed to dry for 3 hours, with a prestrain of 5, 10 and 20%. At such
long drying times, even a lower value of strain (e.g. 5 %) could not prevent
delamination and cracking, hindering mechanical measurement via wrinkling.

be measured and is found to increase rapidly upon further dehydration. This up-

turn corresponds to a significant increase in viscosity, in agreement with previous

calorimetry experiments on these hydroxyaluminium solutions [184]. As the film

stiffens, approaching the glass transition (tdrying > 2 h), wrinkling is no longer an

effective approach to determine its mechanical properties. Instead, cracking and

delamination modes were found to prevail, as seen in the map in Figure 7.4.
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In an attempt to minimise these effects and thus extending the applicability of

the method, we tried to reduce the strain applied for films dried at long times. In

the previous paragraphs, we justified the choice of εprestrain ≈ 20 % as it exceeded

the critical strain required to induce wrinkling during the first stages of drying.

However, as anticipated, we expect εc to decrease as the film stiffens. Based on

the values of the elastic modulus of the film at different drying times, we thus

computed the evolution of the critical strain, shown in Figure 7.11a. The results

corroborate the hypothesis, showing that at long drying times a εprestrain lower

than 5 % is sufficient to trigger the wrinkling instability. Based on these findings,

we decided to perform wrinkling experiments on dry films (tdrying > 3 hours), by

employing lower values of εprestrain (≈ 5 and 10 %). Unfortunately, cracking and

delamination were observed also at these conditions, as visible in Figure 7.11b,

with an increasing spatial density, with increasing strain. Optical microscopy im-

ages of the top and cross-sectional views of the surfaces show the combination of

cracks and (orthogonal) delamination. We therefore confirm that reducing εprestrain

is not a viable approach to extending the range of application of this time-resolved

wrinkling approach. For this system, under the environmental conditions studied,

the window of applicability of the wrinkling approach is thus approximately [12-

120 min]. To check the validity of the method within this range, we also employed

AFM nanoindentation on the dried films to measure their elastic modulus. The

values acquired through the different techniques were found to agree. However,

one has to point out that nanoindentation measurements are limited by the char-

acteristics of the AFM tips and suffer from substrate convolution for very thin

films: moreover, they require long measurement times and model-sensitive data

analysis. By contrast, the wrinkling method is simpler, sufficiently accurate, and

versatile for these measurements.

From the elastic modulus obtained from our wrinkling approach, we then utilised

the bilayer equations [43, 46, 47] to estimate the film thickness over time, re-

ported in Figure 7.12b. The wrinkling values (data points) were found to be in

good agreement with the calculated profile from mass loss measurements, further

corroborating the reliability of the proposed experimental method.
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Figure 7.12: a) Normalised mass loss as a function of time for a film with
c0,glycerol = 2 wt %, dried at T = 25 ◦C and RH = 25 %. b) Corresponding height
profile from gravimetric data (gray line) and values obtained from wrinkling

experiments using the bilayer model.

Both the mechanical properties and thickness evolution were inferred from surface

morphologies acquired on N different samples, where wrinkling was induced at

different stages of drying. As discussed previously, since wrinkling is a reversible

process, the N measurements can also be performed on the same sample, by pe-

riodically releasing the stress and then stretching back to the same initial value.

The approach was implemented at ambient temperature and relative humidity

(recorded at T = 21 ◦C and RH = 45 %) as the sample was kept under the op-

tical microscope throughout the drying process. Figure 7.13 reports the pattern

wavelength within the sinusoidal regime, measured upon strain release at different
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Figure 7.13: Wrinkling wavelength observed on a single film as a function of
drying time, for a c0,glycerol = 2 wt % film at 21 ◦C and 45 % RH. The data
refer to the same sample, stretched back to the same initial amount of 20% after
each wrinkling measurement. The figure also shows optical microscope images

of the wrinkled film at different stages of drying

drying times. First of all, one can notice that the different conditions of tem-

perature and relative humidity have an impact on the drying kinetics, with the

sinusoidal regime extending now from 40 to 150 minutes. However, more impor-

tantly, the optical microscopy images of the surface at different stages of drying

confirm that the formation of cracks is promoted by multiple stretching and re-

leasing. As expected, more accurate measurements are obtained by employing

multiple samples.
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Figure 7.14: a) Normalised film mass loss for different initial solution com-
positions (0 wt % < c0,glycerol < 4 wt %), upon drying at 25 ◦C and 25% RH.
b) Film elastic modulus calculated using a bilayer model as a function of initial
solution composition in terms of glycerol content, at different drying times. The

lines serve for guidance only.
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7.4.3 Dependence of film modulus on solution concentration

We next computed the evolution of the elastic modulus for films of varying initial

glycerol compositions (c0,glycerol) during drying. The solutions were deposited on

prestretched (εprestrain ≈ 20 %), oxidised PDMS substrates and wrinkling was

induced by relasing the strain at selected drying times. The mass of the film was

recorded as a function of time and is shown in Figure 7.14a for different c0,glycerol.

The normalised mass loss profiles show that increasing the glycerol content in the

solution results in an increase in the final film mass, as more water is retained

being glycerol an effective humectant [184].

Within the sinusoidal regime, wrinkling experiments allowed for the determination

of the elastic modulus of the film, shown in Figure 7.14b as a function of c0,glycerol

for films dried for 12, 75, and 120 min. As seen on the graph, the trend was

found to be markedly nonmonotonic with glycerol concentration. One might have

expected the elastic modulus to decrease with the addition of glycerol, suggested

by the absence of pattern formation reported for c0,glycerol between 5 and 15 wt %

for up to 40 % prestrain. However, small glycerol quantities (c0,glycerol ≤ 4 wt %)

have been reported to act as an antiplasticizer [184, 188–191] and actually increase

the film modulus, before the latter eventually decreases as the film becomes liquid

at high humectant concentrations (for c0,glycerol > 4 %). The competitive binding

between glycerol, water, and ACH was shown to result in the replacement of

water molecules bound to the salt’s hydroxyl groups by glycerol, which enhances

film drying. Generally, as the film loses more water, its elastic modulus increases,

as can be observed in the curve at tdrying = 120 min which is above the 12 min

curve. The reliability of the experiments is confirmed by previous calorimetric

measurements, which agree with the observed trend of the elastic modulus as a

function of composition [184].



Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Conclusions

We started this study seeking to develop soft matter patterning methods, access-

ing dimensions ranging from the macroscale down to the nanoscale. Moreover

we wanted this method to be simple and cost-effective, thus applicable on large

scales. Conventional techniques, including lithography, do not fully comply with

the requirements, especially for nanoscale patterning, in terms of complexity and

costs.

Guided by the ‘simplicity’ criterion, we examined wrinkling as a way to fabricate

surfaces with distinct morphologies. Indeed having a bi- (multi-) layer, comprising

a thin film on top of a thick and softer substrate, pattern formation can be readily

induced through compression. Provided the compressive force is applied uniaxially

and exceeds a critical value, one dimensional sinusoidal features arise, eventually

replaced by more complex morphologies when increasing the compression, due to

stress localisation effects. The characteristic wavelength and amplitude of the si-

nusoidal patterns are proportional to the thickness and elastic modulus of the film,

and decrease with substrate stiffness. This suggested that, by appropriately select-

ing the bilayer, we could theoretically access a wide range of pattern morphologies,

from the nano to the macroscale.

141
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Practically, we had to devise different techniques for bilayer formation. The tech-

nique as well had to be chosen on the same basis of the patterning method: not

only had it to be inexpensive and simple, but also effective at obtaining bilayers

with films as thin as few nm. Amongst the various options, substrate vitrifica-

tion appeared as the most suitable, ensuring perfect adhesion between the layers

and overcoming the difficulties in handling very thin films. We therefore selected

polydimethylsiloxane as the substrate of choice and studied wrinkling by mechan-

ical compression of the bilayers forming upon substrate oxidation by means of air

plasma or UV-ozonolysis.

We first investigated PDMS oxidation via plasma and the resulting wrinkling pro-

files attainable by uniaxial strain. An unprecedented range of experimental pro-

cessing variables was considered: the exposure time, power, gas pressure and O2

content, and plasma induction frequency (kHz and MHz). By independently as-

sessing the effect of each parameter on wrinkling of the corresponding bilayers, we

found that the pattern dimensions decrease with increasing pressure, decreasing

exposure time, induction power and gas oxygen content, and that MHz plasma is

more effective for patterning in the sub-µm range. Equipped with this knowledge,

we were able to obtain sinusoidal patterns with λmin ≈ 100 nm at the modest

strain of 20 %, corresponding to a 30% reduction with respect to the previously

established limit of 140 nm (achieved however by employing an unpractical com-

pression of 200 % [93]). Moreover, we found that under all the conditions studied

the PDMS surface oxidation, densification and glass formation induced by plasma

is well described by a planar frontal process, in which the glassy skin thickness h

grows logarithmically with time (or dose D = power x time), and more generally

with dose/pressure. The minimal model was found to capture the three stages

observed via the wrinkling experiments at variable plasma doses , namely induc-

tion, film formation and propagation. Our hypothesis was that during the film

propagation stage, the skin modulus remains unchanged and only the film thick-

ness h evolves (logarithmically) during exposure. By contrast in the early stages

of plasma exposure (film formation), the PDMS surface simultaneously increases

in the modulus and thickness. This means that at low plasma exposure dose, the
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bilayer modulus contrast is insufficient, and no wrinkling is observed. We refer to

this as the induction stage.

Inspired by these results, we wanted to further lower the pattern dimensions achiev-

able via mechanical wrinkling of plasma oxidised PDMS. Therefore we first sought

to understand in more detail the mechanism of film formation and densification.

X-ray and neutron reflectivity experiments revealed that a critical plasma expo-

sure time tc must be overcome in order to yield glassy films with finite thickness

and sufficient conversion. The value of tc was found to coincide with the time

corresponding to the minimum wrinkling wavelength observed, marking the tran-

sition between the induction and formation regimes. These findings on one hand

corroborated the validity of the minimal model chosen to describe the oxidation;

on the other hand, however, they proved we could not tune the film’s thickness or

elastic modulus to access sub-100 nm patterns. If we could not soften the film, we

therefore opted to stiffen the substrate. At first we tried simply varying the curing

conditions for the PDMS, and obtained a reduction of ≈ 20 % in the minimum

wavelength achievable. Inspired by this, we sought alternative ways to obtain a

more markable increase in the substrate modulus. We thus considered UVO ox-

idation of PDMS. In agreement with previous literature studies, we found that

for short exposure times, UVO results in the formation of a thick oxide layer, on

PDMS, whose elastic modulus is two orders of magnitude lower compared to the

glassy film formed upon plasma oxidation. Moreover, we found that the strain of

20 % conventionally employed is lower than the critical value required to trigger

the wrinkling instability of the UVO-oxide layer. The latter could therefore act as

the substrate and be further oxidised by means of air plasma to create the bilayer

on which inducing wrinkling. By doing this, we succeeded in obtaining single fre-

quency sinusoidal patterns with λmin ≈ 45 nm, thus accessing the deep UV-range.

Having established wrinkling as a scalable method for patterning in the nm range,

we examined larger morphologies. We focused on UVO oxidation, as we had pre-

viously demonstrated it leads to thicker and softer skins compared to air plasma,

thus larger features. We performed a combination of reflectivity and wrinkling
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Figure 8.1: Strategies to obtain single frequency, sinusoidal wrinkles on oxi-
dised PDMS bilayers. By employing different procedures and tuning the strain,

we manage to pattern from the nm to the µm scale [152, 164, 168].

experiments on UVO oxidised PDMS bilayers, both confirming the existence of

two regimes as a function of the exposure time. In the first stages of exposure, we

assist to the formation of a bilayer, leading to wrinkles with λ ∼ tens of microns,

when compressed to a high extent (≈ 50 %). When prolonging the exposure

an extra skin was found to form, resulting in trilayer laminates. By applying

strain to these structures we could observe double frequency, sinusoidal patterns

comprising one generation of wrinkles in the µm range surmounted by a second

generation of patterns in the nm range. Interestingly we found that the proper-

ties of the three layers were such that, by lowering the strain, we could suppress

the wrinkling mechanism between the intermediate layer and the substrate, thus

obtaining surfaces with single frequency, sinusoidal features with λmin ≈ 55 nm.

The conclusion was that, excitingly, a single UVO exposure is effective at creating

multi-layers which, upon compression, can give both sinusoidal patterns ranging

from 55 nm up to tens of microns, and hierarchical features where the two scales

are nested in a single morphology. The experiments therefore established wrin-

kling as a cheap and simple method to impress patterns from the nano to the

macro scale. Indeed by employing air plasma, UVO, or a combination of the two

to oxidise PDMS substrates, we succeeded at creating bilayers which, appropri-

ately excited, allow for single frequency, sinusoidal patterns to be observed, with
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Figure 8.2: Strategies to obtain double frequency, sinusoidal wrinkles on ox-
idised PDMS bilayers. Moving from a ‘single-step’ to a ‘double-step’ approach
we can access a wide range of pattern dimensions, tuning independently the two

generations of wrinkles [168].

characteristic wavelengths ranging between ≈ 45 nm to ≈ 60 µm (Figure 8.1).

We then decided to further explore the capabilities of this patterning method and

thus moved from single to double frequency sinusoidal features. We had previ-

ously observed these morphologies on multi-layers resulting from prolonged UVO

exposure of PDMS. However we found that with a ‘single step’ method, the lay-

ers’ thicknesses grow simultaneously thus we could not independently tune the

dimensions of the two generations of patterns. Trilayer laminates were fabricated

implying a ‘two-step’ procedure, comprising short UVO exposure, followed by ei-

ther air plasma or film deposition. Upon compression hierarchical patterns arised,

whose dimensions could be varied within a wide range just by selectively chang-

ing the extent of the two steps (Figure 8.2). Selected contact angle experiments

carried on these patterned surfaces demonstrated that the presence of the second

generation of wrinkles has an impact on the wetting properties, with increasing

contact angle going from nm to few µm scale secondary features. These wrinkling
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experiments allowed to establish the exact sequence of thicknesses and elastic mod-

uli of the trilayers resulting in double frequency sinusoidal features. Moreover, we

demonstrated that a simple model is sufficient to describe this unique wrinkling

mechanism.

After having exploited wrinkling as a patterning method, we employed wrinkling as

a tool to infer properties about selected films, building upon previous experimental

reports. However, we were the first in applying the method in a dynamic way, in

order to evaluate how thin, drying films, stiffen upon water loss and film formation.

The method yielded accurate results, being simpler and more cost-effective than

conventional techniques for elastic modulus determination.

All the results presented highlighted how a simple process like wrinkling can be

effective both as a patterning and a measurement tool.

8.2 Perspective

Numerous possibilities remain open for future research on wrinkling. Great op-

portunities include fabricating more complex pattern morphologies, in a controlled

and systematic way, for functional surfaces. Different strain fields, other than uni-

axial, can be explored as well as processes comprising a defined sequence of multiple

strain application and film formation. Chiche et al. [92], for example, reported

on the possibility of fabricating surfaces with ‘spikes’ by replicating surfaces with

sinusoidal features oriented in the y direction and then stretching and inducing

wrinkling in the orthogonal direction. Following their procedure we succeeded in

fabricating these morphologies, as shown by a representative profilometer image

in Figure 8.3. However, controlled experiments as well as a mathematical descrip-

tion of this kind of pattern formation are still missing for both the sequential and

simultaneous application of multi-axial strains. Surfaces with all these ranges of

features could be of great interest for wetting and spreading of liquids, knowing the

effect roughness has shown to have in these phenomena [192–196], and we expect
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Figure 8.3: Surface morphology of a ‘spiked’ wrinkled sample fabricated with
the procedure described by [92]. A PDMS slab was prestretched and oxidised
via UVO to obtain single frequency sinusoidal patterns. The sample was then
replicated and stretched in the direction parallel to the wrinkles, then oxidised
again via UVO. The surface upon strain release was characterised by means of

stylus profilometry.

a wide and unique range of responses. Moreover one could build on previous work

[197–199] and assess how surface morphology impacts the adhesion properties.

Another significant path to explore would be related to the application of these

structures. An interesting field includes biology and tissue engineering. Concern-

ing this, at the moment we have an ongoing collaboration with the Institut Curie

in France. The aim of the project is to use wrinkled surfaces to study the effects

of the substrate curvature on the binding of proteins, septins, involved in many

cellular processes, including cytokinesis and compartimentalization of cilium cells

and spematozoids [200]. These proteins could be able to recognise the substrate

curvature, as they are normally found in specific regions of cells (characterised by

a radius of curvature in the µm range) [201]. To assess this, we utilised the PDMS

patterned surfaces and transferred the wrinkling patterns onto photopolymerisable

resins, thereby broadening immensely the choice of materials, surface energy and

biocompatibility available. The surfaces were covered with lipid vesicles, leading

to the formation of a bilayer subsequently coated with septins: the interaction
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Figure 8.4: Preliminary results on binding of septins on lipid bilayers deposited
onto wrinkled substrates. The project is a collaboration with the Institut Curie,

Paris.

between the proteins and the wrinkled lipid bilayer was quantified by means of

confocal and SEM microscopy. As we demonstrated the ability of fabricating pat-

terns with a wide range of dimensions, by varying the morphology we are capable

of assessing the impact of a significant number of positive and negative curvatures

employing a simple, yet useful in vitro system. Some preliminary results are shown

in Figure 8.4 which presents a SEM image of a selected sample, showing the septin

filaments laying on the wrinkles. From the image one can clearly see how the fila-

ments align differently in the regions of positive and negative curvature (hills and

valleys).

Aside from studying protein binding, these wrinkled substrates could potentially

be utilised for high throughput cell screening [114, 202, 203]. Moreover they could

serve in building a tuneable and controlled microenvironment, allowing for stem

cell differentiation studies [204, 205].
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Another interesting application would exploit the interesting characteristic of pat-

terned surfaces in affecting drag during flow. There is a well established method

in our research group for fabricating microfluidic devices using photolithography

[11]. These devices have been utilised to study complex fluids under flow, with the

aid of scattering techniques [206, 207]. It would be worth incorporating wrinkles in

these devices, thus creating microchannels with a defined internal roughness. This

would allow for high throughput studies, aiming at evaluating how the roughness

affects the pressure drop for non-Newtonian fluids under flow [208–211].

These are only some of the examples of what could be done with wrinkled surfaces.

The possibility of transferring the patterns to a wide range of different materials

incredibly extends the range of applications, which could go from the fabrication

of optical components to solar cells with improved efficiency and many more, yet

based on a process which is extremely simple, versatile and powerful.
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7.10 Evolution of drying film properties as a function of time (c0,glycerol
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